


Celebrate your love of 
books this fall

T he EMPIRE STATE BOOK TOUR features a triad of in-person and virtual book events, offering 
authors the best opportunity to present their work and succeed in a post-pandemic publishing 
market. 

For booklovers, the EMPIRE STATE BOOK TOUR offers a one-of-its-kind opportunity to experience 
literature and art from the best of both worlds this fall of 2022. 

ReadersMagnet kicks off the tour with THE FESTIVAL OF STORYTELLERS CHAPTER 3 (October 24-No-
vember 6, 2022), our flagship digital-only book festival. We create a community of authors and book-
lovers, not just according to state or genre but by bringing everyone together through technology. 
The Festival is a space to share stories, exchange ideas, connect, and inspire one another. 

Next, we follow up with the READERSMAGNET BOOK CONFAB (October 24-November 6, 2022), 
our first-ever pop-up event. In this event, we showcase, among others, the authors who will be 
holding meet-and-greet sessions at the NYLA 2022 Annual Conference & Trade Show. Au-
thors get to read excerpts of their work before a learned audience. 

Then we close the tour with the NEW YORK LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 2022 ANNUAL CON-
FERENCE & TRADE SHOW (November 3-4, 2022), one of the best state library shows in 
the U.S. Check us out at the Trade Show, where we will exhibit the finest works of our 
authors and conduct meet-and greet-sessions. 

Now is the best time to experience this opportunity. It’s in your hands now. 

Enjoy!
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R E A D E R S M A G N E T

BOOK TITLE

SHOWCASE
Angels and Mysteries and Incredible 
Happenings in the Wild Wild West

During the most challenging times in the Wild West, 
someone or something intervened. Some people would 
say it was angels. The Lord sent some of his emissaries 
to help. In the history of the Wild West, when it seems 
that things happened with no other explanation than 
angels’ intervention, mysteries abound in this book, 
supposedly all true.

ISBN: 978-1954371637

by Irv Lampman

Beyond The Shadows of Sawtooth Ridge 
Joni’s Story

Follow the dreams of Joni as she travels in her father’s 
footsteps as a Naval fighter pilot. She enters a man’s 
world to become one of the best in her class among 
men. Along her path, she realizes that being a woman 
TOPGUN pilot brings countless challenges in her per-
sonal and professional life.

ISBN: 978-1958030370

by Bernie McAuley

Blood of Deception

The adventures of Dak’tari, a child conceived in an alli-
ance with Darkness and raised in a fortress dedicated to 
death and murder, continue. A party of humans, elves, 
and dwarfs heads into the Northern Waste to investigate 
rumors that a hoard of creatures is amassing for an as-
sault on Tamora.

ISBN: 978-1958030233

by Vincent G. Bivona Jr.

Can’t Hobble the Elephant

A young man named Josh O’Donnell is on the run from 
the Union Army after serving during the Civil War. As Josh 
settles into a new life after the war, a monster strikes, risk-
ing his life and the people around him. How will Josh deal 
with this catastrophe? Will he have to go back to his old 
wartime ways?

Website: www.coup.exposed

Website: www.allirvlampmanbooks.com

Website: www.areyoubreathing.net
Website: www.russellmarlett.com

Website: www.berniemcauleybooks.com

ISBN: 978-1955603836

by Frank Dutch

Coup
How America was Stolen in 2020

“COUP” dives deep into the darkness of the hijacking of 
American democracy. The book provides a state by state 
accounting of the fraud, illegality, and irregularity of the 
2020 United States Presidential Election. Why did they 
do this? What possible stakes could convince a domestic 
take-over of the democratic process? “COUP” exposes it 
all. America was stolen in 2020.

ISBN: 978-1958030547

by Drake Alexander

Commentaries on the Book of 
Wisdom

The story is told by a sailor who is given the verses by 
a mysterious presence encountered in the Guatemalan 
jungle. The accidental discovery of the verses and com-
mentaries is made by a somewhat disillusioned man 
hoping to find treasure in a chest hidden away for years 
in an attic.

ISBN: 978-1957312361

by Russell Marlett

Are YOU Breathing?

This book is about practicing the art of attention and 
relaxation, using your breath to manage your emotions 
as the wind manages the clouds.

ISBN: 978-1959165163

by Gretchen Reininga-Yates

Bertha’s Son

The story of “Bertha’s Son” is one of deception, seduction, 
and rape, with the impregnation of a virgin. Joseph N. Waddy 
grew up with a passion for survival. He is on a mission to give 
sneakers to all underprivileged kids across the world.

ISBN: 978-1959165682

by Joseph N. Waddy

Cracking Through My Egg Shell: 
A Memoir

“Cracking Through My Egg Shell” is a story about a 
mother with Turner Syndrome who went through un-
imaginable hard times. The author will take you to a 
unique comparison of the trials in life. She will share with 
you a trial in life that God brought her through and the 
wonderful lessons God has taught her.

ISBN: 978-1958030219

by Angela Hogle
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Erebus The Ranger

Dream Bunny: 
A Rabbit’s Tale

In the kingdom of Sarnis, there was a kind and loving 
king. One day the king died and was replaced with a 
merciless king named Thaddeus. Erebus, a child from 
the slums, lost a friend at the hands of the king’s right-
hand man. He felt guilty about not being able to save 
his friend, so one day, Erebus decided he would walk 
the path of revenge for himself and his friends, and his 
family.

“Dream Bunny” lives in a magical place created by chil-
dren’s hopes, dreams, and wishes, with thousands of 
sleeping toys nestled in colorful clouds surrounded by 
rainbows, stars, and musical notes. Lizzie learns from 
Dream Bunny that she must tell other children that the 
Place of Dreams exists, or it will fade away.

ISBN: 1959165623

ISBN: 978-1959165781

by Clarence Causby

by CJ Garrett

Grandma’s 25 Cent Words

“Grandma’s 25 Cent Words” is an activity book for chil-
dren designed by a former public school teacher. It is 
about good values like integrity, honesty, and courage. 
Each child is encouraged to put that word in an imagi-
nary word bank so they can use it for their future needs.

ISBN: 978-1957312415

by Judith Martin Alford

Grandpa Nick the Conductor 

“Grandpa Nick the Conductor” is a story about a trol-
ley conductor who drives trolleys. Grandpa Nick and his 
14-year-old son, Anthony, love mechanical machines 
that go. The trolley barn is a special place where a sur-
prise takes place for all.

ISBN: 978-1954371859

by Mrs. Lynda M. Daniele, O.P.
 

Harmony: 
Legend of Forest Ranch

In the Indian legends of northern California, a ‘Harmony’ 
is a beautiful crystal-like pony with the wings of a but-
terfly and a soft bell-like voice. This enchanting, magical 
story is about a love story between two people from dif-
ferent sides of the world. 

Website: www.markkatzman.net

Website: pastoreddienaylorsr1.com

Website: ldanielebooks.com

Website: www.wilmarforester.com

Website: www.JudithAlfordBooks.com

Website: www.onecaregiversjourney.com

ISBN: 978-1959165729

by Wilma R. Forester

Home

“Home” is a non-realistic, meta-fiction/dark comedy. A 
puzzle within a puzzle that ends with an unexpected, 
transcendental twist. A young man returns home from 
an extended stay in a clinic. Or is it his home? Is the 
woman who answers the door his mother?

ISBN: 978-1959165767

by Mark Katzman

Help!!! 
I Have a Property Insurance Claim

This book is invaluable if you have property insurance 
and an ongoing claim. You will learn your rights under 
the policy and how to maximize payment and settle your 
claim quickly for its total value. It also contains a glos-
sary of insurance terms and many easy-to-follow claims 
examples.

ISBN: 978-1957312118

by Karl Hechavarria

Faith

“Faith” describes my experiences in reading the Bible for 
the first time and my guidance by the Holy Spirit, also 
known as “Counselor,” since my baptism. I write about 
how the Bible helped me to make my baptism garments 
using one hundred percent white cotton fabric.

ISBN: 978-1954371064

by Cecile Labar

Generations of Good Food

“Generations of Good Food” is a compilation of recipes 
that spans six generations. This book will raise your inter-
est whether you are a novice in the kitchen. Easy-to-follow 
instructions and nearly 200 recipes, including main dishes, 
bread, cakes, pies, cookies, and candy.

ISBN: 978-1953616975

by Eleanor Gaccetta

How to Keep Your Mind When Everyone 
Else’s Is Being Blown Apart by the Land 
Mines of Life

The dawning of the twenty-first century brought nu-
merous technological advancements that improved our 
way of life over the years. However, such progress also 
reared its ugly head. With this book, readers will develop 
a proactive mindset that gives them a sense of control 
over their lives in this ever-changing society. 

ISBN: 978-1950947997

by Eddie Naylor SR.
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I Am The Promise Keeper

Humor All The Way

“God’s promises will expire (in the twinkling of an eye) 
between our last breath and our entrance into eternity.” 
God has made a lot of promises to us, and we need to 
take hold of those promises. We need to read, believe, 
apply, and start living these promises out in our lives.

This is a humorous book on aging and her personal ob-
servations on life experiences. Renee tends to see the 
humor in just about any situation, and you will laugh 
along with her. She doesn’t miss much, and her obser-
vations tend to be on target. She invites her readers to 
sit back, enjoy the laughs, and remember that humor is 
the Rx for life.

ISBN: 978-1957312934

ISBN: 978-1958030103

by Brad Wyrick

by Renee’ Servello

Insomnia: 
Two Wives, Childhood Memories and Crazy 
Dreams

Charlene, the love of my life, dominated my thoughts 
deep into the night and early morning hours. Insomnia 
can be dreadful and incurable in some cases, I suppose. 
She left me looking as beautiful as the day she stepped 
into my life on her way home from high school to say 
hello to Onalee, her next-door girlfriend. I did have two 
days, the boyfriend’s away, and better yet, she’s right 
next door, probably long overdue for a fun weekend.

ISBN: 978-1958030608

by Jack Hawn

Madonna of the Ways

This book is more than a series of paintings with medi-
tations. As a book, it is quite humble. Each page speaks 
to different times in your life that can become so sacred 
and meaningful, beyond just the task or chore or rou-
tine care.

ISBN: 978-1957312538

by Jeanne Tiefenbach-Henderson

Man-Dar of Atlantis

The adventurous MAN-DAR saves a barbarian couple by 
destroying an evil priest and his mother and falls in love 
with the wife of the savage barbarian husband. It is four-
teen thousand years ago in Atlantis.

Website: dorothytravismoore.com

Website: www.vitaldifferences.ca

Website: www.scottharral.com

Website: www.jeannehenderson.comWebsite: www.reneeservello.com

Website: followmeintoeternity.com

Website: www.melissacampesi.com

Website: www.JackHawn.com

Website: www.gmcrook.com

ISBN: 978-1958030936

by Kenneth J. Sousa

Moving Students from Potential to 
Performance

Dr. Dorothy Travis Moore is an educator, author, min-
ister, foster parent, mother, wife, and visionary. In 1996, 
she founded Ceria M. Travis Academy, a Christian-cen-
tered private African American school exclusively for 
adolescent boys in urban Milwaukee. She is known 
nationally for her work with at-risk students, both as a 
teacher and administrator.

ISBN: 978-1958030394

by Dr. Dorothy Travis Moore

Moon Luck

“Moon Luck” is the story of 30 astronauts living on the 
moon for extended periods. It follows them as they 
explore and find mineral ores, carry out experiments 
and research, and develop animosities. When a senior 
member dies in what seems like an accident, the story 
follows the clues to find out who did it. 

ISBN: 978-1956780178

by Wayne Scott Harral

Imagine Song: 
A Story about the Kindred Connection 
between a Child, an Instrument, and an 
Imagination

This is a heartfelt and inspiring story about a young girl 
named Melody, who has been awakened by the gift of 
songwriting. She never knew her instinctive and natural 
ability to write her own music until it accidentally hap-
pened one day. Now, Melody has the courage to share 
her unique songwriting gift with the world.

ISBN: 978-1959165606

by Melissa Campesi

Innerlight’s: 
Eat and Drink My Words

“Innerlight’s: Eat and Drink My Words” is a collection of 
poetry written over a span of many years. The author hopes 
her book will inspire others to write about their innermost 
thoughts.

ISBN: 978-1955603898

by G.M. Crook

My Wonderful Nightmare: 
Spiritual Journals Inspired by Cancer

Erin questioned her life’s purpose when she received a 
shocking diagnosis of ovarian cancer at the age of thir-
ty-one. Erin chronicles her experiences with traditional 
and alternative healing and wellness treatments and 
tells us what works for her and doesn’t. As Erin’s body 
begins to deteriorate, she shares the last part of her 
journey and faces the reality of dying.

ISBN: 978-1958030417

by Erin Higgins & Alma C. Lightbody
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On Call

No Tears  for Ernest Creech: 
The death of a coal miner in the hills of 
Appalachian 

“ON CALL” reveals the stories and life of firefighter 
personnel. This book will pull you through excitement, 
tragedy, and utopia moments. It’s a real honor to be a 
part of the ‘’ON CALL” story that holds high this unique 
way of life and careers here and in every town, city, and 
suburb. “ON CALL” is Love and Mercy.

On March 3, 1695, Kentucky reported an employee 
being shot and killed. Hours later, detectives arrived 
on the scene and found the body unmoved, head still 
slumped on the side of the truck’s steering wheel. This 
book tells his story and the tragic days following his 
murder at the hands of the distraught men standing in 
that picket line.

ISBN: 978-1959165552

ISBN: 978-1959165873

by Rotha J. Dawkins

by Loretta Creech and Annette Creech Franck

Punk Medicine

Most doctors are now treating symptoms, not patients. 
Medical schools provide almost no training in nutrition 
and supplements, so our doctors know as little as pos-
sible about keeping us healthy. The COVID debacle was 
controlled by politicians, not anyone qualified, and it 
was amassed with corruption and dishonesty from the 
media.

ISBN: 978-1959165361

by Dr. Robert J Brown

Raven’s Rage: 
Order of the Claw

“Raven’s Rage: Order of the Claw” picks up the horrific 
story from Kerry L. Marzock’s first book, “Raven’s Way.” 
Johnny Raven, our hero, continues to seek out the pack 
of werewolves who killed his wife and unborn child. All 
the while, he is worried about his newfound love, Kat.

ISBN: 978-1957312323

by Kerry L. Marzock

Real Prison Real Freedom

This book is not a study of penology except as it relates 
to three topics. The primary focus is on Rickie Smith, 
described as “the most violent man in Texas prison”. He 
went in on a ten-year drug charge and could have gotten 
out in a few years.

Website: www.sadpapawbooks.net

Website: www.honormamath.comWebsite: www.suematinkhah.com

Website: www.kerrymarzock.com

Website: www.rossermcdonald.com

ISBN: 978-1959165484

by Rosser McDonald

Sad Papaw’s Heritage

On March 16, 2016, a playful tweet by Kelsey Harmon 
made her Papaw into America’s Sad Papaw. “Sad Pa-
paw’s Heritage” introduces readers to the man behind 
the image and takes them throughout history, revisiting 
the days when Americans first played baseball and when 
children’s first tasted graham crackers and peanut butter 
cookies. The book centers on an unforgettable time in 
America.

ISBN: 978-1959165026

by Kenny Harmon

Roy’s Daughters in an Age of Despots

Sarah and Rita Sanders are sisters who experienced the 
harsh realities of the Cold War. Both lead different lives 
and meet people who will later play a significant role 
in the life of Cuba’s newly elected president. This book 
illustrates how people in power affect the ordinary lives 
of other human beings.

ISBN: 978-1956780734

by Honor Mamath 

Plant A Tree And Watch It Grow

“Plant a Tree and Watch It Grow” encourages children to 
be proactive in taking care of the environment by plant-
ing more trees. Trees are wonderful things. Not only do 
they shelter people from the rain or sun, but trees also 
provide various food to eat. Trees are amazing, and chil-
dren should realize that!

ISBN: 978-1958030660

by Sue Ann Matinkhah

Plot Twist

Julie Cromwell is a selfish, manipulative, insecure woman, and 
those are her best qualities. She sets up a fake kidnapping 
to see if her husband will pay a million dollars for her safe 
return. Larkin finds himself breaking one of his number one 
rules. You don’t get involved with the family you are inves-
tigating, and you never fall in love with your prime suspect.

ISBN: 978-1959165255

by Donna J. Thompson

Sad Superpower

Todd French’s poetry is a sad rumination on living in the 
days of America’s decline. He has a wide range of inter-
ests, including history, literature, poetry, science fiction, 
fantasy, and horror. He is working on a second collection 
of poetry (“Dragon Days”) and has started a short novel.

ISBN: 978-1958030318

by Todd French
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Sassy Sonja: 
Virgin Bride

Sailing the Milky Way: 
A Passport to the Unimagined Coloring Book

An intriguing story of a teenage girl surviving a dramatic 
event in her life. She moves with her bankrupt parents, 
adapts, and, through fate, survives more disasters.

“Sailing the Milky Way: A Passport to the Unimagined,” 
the coloring book, comes to life through the spoken 
rhythmic flow of a parent’s wisdom. Your child will bring 
the patterns of the illustration to life with the addition 
of color. To look at all the places unimagined that are 
calling them to come.

ISBN: 978-1958030905

ISBN: 978-1958030585

by Sarah Sewell Wolters

by Eileen Ferriter

Soul Baptism

Viewed through the investigative prism of “divine trian-
gulation,” Soul Baptism shows how these doctrinal rifts 
between Baptists and Pentecostals can be greatly dimin-
ished, and perhaps even eliminated! SOUL BAPTISM is 
a refreshing and enlightening must-read for every Bi-
ble-believing Christian, student, teacher, and minister.

ISBN: 978-1957312606

by Lucian J. Gandolfo

Splish Splash Water

“Splish Splash Water” is for children and the world to 
learn the importance of water in their lives. Water isn’t 
only essential in providing life on Earth. It also provides 
people with fun and a source of entertainment. Can you 
think of anything that you like to do with water?

ISBN: 978-1959165668

by Sue Ann Matinkhah

Stepping Into Discipleship:
Our Journey Begins

Strong Boy, Weak Man 

In 1 Corinthians 2:12, we read that God has freely given 
us the Spirit of Christ. The day we accept Jesus as our 
Lord and Savior, He gives us the gift of sanctification. If 
we follow this process, we can strive to be more like Jesus 
Christ, becoming a disciple of God.

Nicholas’ “Strong Boy, Weak Man” is a memoir of grow-
ing up in rural Mississippi and Memphis, Tennessee. The 
author reveals the intense motivation, drive, and determi-
nation he possessed during the worst times. Even though 
he had trouble learning, which was made worse by prob-
lems in his family, he kept going to reach the goals that 
were so important to him. 

Website: www.suematinkhah.com

Website: www.nellyplaza.com

Website: www.mahaddadnovels.com

ISBN: 978-1958030561

ISBN: 978-1950947102

by Mary Venable-Vaughn

by Earl Robert Key

Tai Chi Mind Revised

This book asks a prominent Tai Chi teacher and applies 
Tai Chi principles to a psychological field of inquiry and 
life span development.

ISBN: 978-1958030783

by William H. Koar III

Secrets In The Attic

In this affectionate sequel to “IS IT SANTA?”, the three 
young children have been keeping an enormous secret 
from their parents. Mya, Charlie, and Jacob befriend 
two squirrels named Ponchito and Margarita. As their 
new friends experience a blizzard-related tragedy, the 
Thompson family learns what it means to demonstrate 
emotional and material support. 

ISBN: 978-1958030332

by Nelibeth Plaza

The Shadow of the Staff: 
A Wizard’s Revenge

Something Else:
A story of hope

Haddad shows strong fantasy instincts, and the story in-
cludes Myopians, which are nearly indistinguishable from 
Hobbits. Haddad is also a likable character with several 
charming moments of introspection. It will also quickly 
become clear to readers that Hatu is largely a facsimile of 
J.R.R. Tolkien’s Middle Earth.

This is a story about an ordinary girl who receives a gift that 
transforms her into an extraordinary being. You will read 
about Rebecca’s journey through a society that embraces 
her with genuine acceptance and also with terrible disdain, 
followed by the horrific tragedy.

ISBN: 978-1952896859

ISBN: 978-1958030769

by M.A. Haddad

by Dyrrell Mangalsingh
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The Alien Stranger

Teatime:
A collection of short stories and other writings

A young woman becomes a spy for the FBI after being 
spied on by a hummingbird drone and an alien strang-
er. The alien stranger adds money to her bank account 
that was stolen from drug cartels. A football star’s life is 
dependent on Kayla being able to use the alien stranger 
to save him.

“Teatime” is a collection of stories and essays suitable for 
the whole family. The stories were written to be coffee 
table reads: short and concise. They are perfect for a 
break room.

ISBN: 978-1957312811

ISBN: 978-1954371866

by Bob Ticer

by Chris Breva

The Magic Fairy Rose in Lowland of 
Scotland

Back in the 15th century, a young fairy woman was taken 
to the valley of the dead. When they found her, she was 
with a child. The months went by fast; she gave birth to a 
boy who did many bad things. For him to stay on earth, 
his mother had to die.

ISBN: 978-1958030615

by A.E. Fortin

The One-Legged Cowboy

The cowboy was paid one to four dollars a month to 
herd the unruly and skittish longhorn cattle. He wore 
the same clothes every day and ate whatever the chuck 
wagon cook gave him. The cowboy knew he could be 
crushed under a stampede or even hit by lightning.

ISBN: 978-1959165491

by John Herold

The Secret’s Of Life

This book will show you an in-depth look into each char-
acter’s life, struggles, and the emotional journey they had 
to go through. In search of their life’s purpose, they learn 
how to survive and heal independently. This is based on 
real stories of people who have been lost, confused, and 
abused.

Website: www.pastoreddienaylorsr1.com

Website: www.bobbiejmclaren.com

Website: www.johnheroldbooks.com

Website: www.bobticer.com

Website: www.bobbiejmclaren.com

Website: www.eileenswritingdesk.com

ISBN: 978-1955603287

by Jasmine Burdine

Take Satan To Court Now!

Satan is the destroyer. He is the one who comes “to 
steal, kill, and destroy,” as well as to harass, discour-
age, tempt, and do anything else he can to the human 
being that GOD created. This book is a collection of 
Bible verses showing that it is Satan who brings disease, 
death, and destruction.

ISBN: 978-1958030707

by Eddie Naylor SR.

The Sounds at River’s Edge: 
True Stories of Growing Up on the 
Intracoastal Waterway

“The Sounds at River’s Edge” is viewed through the eyes 
of a child spanning only four years. These are stories of 
a very imaginative child and the love of a father. A time 
that watched history change on a daily basis as never 
before in the twentieth century.

ISBN: 978-1959165002

by Bobbie J. Mclaren

The First Annual Duck Springs 
Whistling Contest

Duck Springs, a small town in rural America, is having 
their first-ever whistling contest. No one is more excit-
ed than Tyler James, a six-year-old who whistles all the 
time. He just knew he could win one of the silver whistles 
if he tried really hard. Until a bully causes him to wreck 
his scooter and knock out his front tooth.

ISBN: 978-1956780109

by Bobbie J. McLaren

The Forgotten Prince

A banished Prince Darien wanders his kingdom alone, forced 
to witness the tyranny and greed his uncle has promoted 
in his absence. However, a prophecy claims he will right all 
his past wrongs and save his kingdom. The forgotten prince 
finds himself thrust on a journey toward understanding him-
self, where he finds confidence amid his sorrow and fulfills 
his destiny.

ISBN: 978-1957312569

by Eileen L. Maschger

Talking To The Devil

“Talking to the Devil” follows the story of a guy named 
Gary Winscombe. He asked God if he could talk to Lu-
cifer and give Lucifer a talking because he had a lot to 
get off his chest with Lucifer. God tells Lucifer that Gary 
wants to talk to him, that he must not kill Gary, and that 
he is commanded to tell Gary the truth.

ISBN: 978-1959165514

by Clarence Causby
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THROUGH MY 8-YR-OLD EYES 
(BOOK 2)

Three Little Frogies

“Through My 8-Year-Old Eyes” is a continuation of the 
life of 8-yr-old Debora as she lives through the trying 
times of cultural changes from small town to rural pov-
erty and back to the place she calls home. Being unac-
cepted by her peers, she became an outcast, making it 
harder to reclaim her space in her comfort zone.

Mommie froggie and her three little froggies, Oliver, the 
oldest, and Chicory and Cornelius, the youngest, enjoy 
life under the lilies of their beautiful pond. Mommie 
froggie gives instructions to her adventurous little frog-
gies and tells them to remember two things. But will 
curiosity about one thing cause them to not remember 
the other?

ISBN: 978-1957312767

ISBN: 978-1958030493

by Debora Cole Dockett

by Lynda Sturdevant

Wagon Train Orphan

Growing up in the west as an orphan was hard, but 
Mike Fagan has to do just that. His father was killed in 
an Indian massacre in which he and his dog Wolf were 
the only survivors. With the help of God and friends he 
meets along the way, Mike fulfills his father’s dream and 
grows into a man.

ISBN: 978-1959165453

by David Dockter

Walking with the Lord: 
What a Way to Go

For thirty-three years, Beverly K. Plauche lived an inde-
pendent life. She divorced her first husband and didn’t 
know what she was missing. The very next Sunday, she 
met Don Plauche, who had never been married. God and 
Don really changed her life.

ISBN: 978-1959165040

by Beverly K. Plauché

Where in the World is God?: 
Humanity as Mirror

This study of contemporary ideas, actions, and processes 
of humanity reveals that humanity and the universe are 
intertwined as parts of a single organism. In this, humani-
ty’s apparent role is consciousness for the organism.

Website: www.vitaldifferences.ca

Website: www.lyndasturdevantbooks.com

Website: www.ronaldleehardenartist.com

ISBN: 978-1959165576

by Hope Raymond

You’re Not the Boss of Me: 
Discover Your Authentic Self

“You’re Not the Boss of Me: Discover Your Authentic 
Self” by author Alma C. Lightbody provides a one-step-
at-a-time guide to help you see your life from a new 
perspective. Using personal examples from her own life, 
Lightbody shows you how to take responsibility for your 
choices, find the truth about what matters to you, and 
stand up for your beliefs. 

ISBN: 978-1956780451

by Alma C. Lightbody

Treats and Tales

“Treats and Tales” will win your heart with its how-to pat-
terns and delightful recipes for canines. The book tells 
the story of Lit Red, a dachshund, and her fur friends. 
It includes illustrations, drawings, and photos. Their 
unique quest for survival is a fun learning experience 
targeted at the youth.

ISBN: 978-1959165422

by Rotha J. Dawkins

Untold Architectural Black History of 
Tampa Florida: 
My 36-Year Architectural Career in Tampa

“Untold Architectural Black History of Tampa Florida: My 36-
Year Architectural Career in Tampa” centers on the projects 
led and managed by architectural project manager Ronald L. 
Harden to economically and culturally expand the commu-
nity. These projects created homes, jobs, and cultural events 
for the city’s African-American and other mixed communi-
ties.

ISBN: 978-1956780772

by Ronald Lee Harden

Three Dimensions of Learning: 
Where Resiliency and the Whole Child Rule

In “Three Dimensions of Learning,” Nooks Teague offers 
a new, enlightened approach to learning. The book 
guides readers through the physical, mental, emotional, 
and spiritual development of the child. It also provides 
tips that can help parents and educators recognize the 
symptoms that flag hidden disabilities.

ISBN: 978-1957312668

by Dr. Carolyn Nooks Teague

Website: www.walterhogebooks.com

Website: www.learnerblueprints.com

Thoughts on My Thoughts: 
The TALES That Wagged This Veterinarian

This book reveals different stories of cultures and an-
cient civilizations that disappeared from most historical 
records. Readers will learn and discover old legends and 
folktales essential to cultural identity. 

ISBN: 978-1958030042

by Walter R. Hoge, DVM
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25 Days of Roses

…I meant those other people. A 
Snapshot/Memoir of an HIV Tester.

Marcus wants to get his mother a gift for her birthday, 
which falls on Mother’s Day. He doesn’t have enough 
money in his allowance. He works several odd jobs, but 
time is running out. Will he come up with the money on 
time? What will he learn while working these odd jobs?

HIV/AIDS is not seasonal. It is no longer a conversation 
starter. It’s not on the front burner of social media, the 
news, or at the forefront of our consciousness. Most 
people, everywhere, still have unprotected sex. And as/
while we live, so does HIV.

ISBN: 978-1663220257

ISBN: 978-1632637888

by Mellanie Crouell

by Corella Payne

A Beautiful Life Well Lived

“A Beautiful Life Well Lived” contains great, short, long, 
and specific details with careful instructions. Everything 
is explained in this book, so it should go international. It 
will be an easy read from a list of 30 poems. If you want 
to know the full story, then refer back to the author’s 
two other books.

ISBN: 978-1707003945

by Mackenzy Samedi

A Life in Baseball: 
Ossie Bluege, Gripped by the Game

This book tells the story of a lifelong journey in baseball 
— a journey that covered an incredible 50 years with 
the Washington Senators and Minnesota Twins. Ossie 
Bluege spent eighteen years playing for the Washington 
Senators in the major leagues. He played on the 1924 
World Series Championship team that beat the New 
York Giants in 1924. In 1935, he played on the American 
League All-Star Team.

ISBN: 978-1974523740

by Wilor Bluege and Lynn Bluege-Rust

A Little Something for All Ages

Both engaging and accurate, “A Little Something for All 
Ages” is a thoughtful book with illustrations and poetic 
verses by Mark McCullogh. It tackles diverse subjects that 
are relevant and relatable for everyone. From bringing 
the story of 9/11 to life to a heartfelt tribute to COVID-
19 front liners, this must-read book is filled with fun, wit, 
and history.

Website: www.mackenzythepoet.com

Website: www.sandralkearsestockton.com

Website: www.asailorsadvice.com

ISBN: 978-1662440588

by Mark McCullogh

A Romance in Florence and Other 
Stories

Welden has put together in this charming volume four 
stories from his days as a student in Europe. Three of 
them are made up, but they are loosely based on real 
events. One is a true story about a romance in Florence, 
which the author has never forgotten. 

ISBN: 978-1978131415

by Wickford W. Welden

A New York Collage

A nurse manager from a New York hospital is found 
mysteriously murdered. Two detectives from the NYPD 
are put on the case to solve the murder mystery. A story 
of murder and intrigue, “A New York Collage” will keep 
you in suspense until the very end.

ISBN: 979-8885907446

by Virginia E. Escandor

43 Days: 
Born to live

I always knew I would be a wife and mother, so I dreamt 
of it in my early teens. Shortly after marriage, we pre-
pared for our baby. The Lord was prepping me my entire 
life by caring for others. This journey has strengthened 
my walk with the Lord beyond all my expectations and 
leaves me grieving with great hope.

ISBN: 978-1662807077

by Kimmy Littlejohn-Clark

480 Codorus Street Book Two: 
Surviving Unpredictability

In the 1940s and 1950s, men ruled the home in a much dif-
ferent way than households are ruled today. Domestic vio-
lence and marital issues arose. The police stayed clear. If the 
police did happen to be called on the scene, nothing hap-
pened because they believed a man’s home was his castle 
and anything or anyone in it was his property.

ISBN: 978-1982255572

by Sandra L. Kearse-Stockton 

A Sailor’s Advice on Life

“A Sailor’s Advice on Life” is a non-fictional book told 
from the perspective of a father or a mentor who is of-
fering advice to their prodigy. The four main themes in 
my book, in the order they first appear, are “Phases of 
Life,” “Relationship Needs Accounts,” “Steward versus 
Squander,” and “Decision Making 101.” It is perfect for 
those who are looking to get ahead. 

ISBN: 978-1644620021

by Cleveland O. Eason
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A Wretch Like Me:
Victory Over Darkness

A Still Traveler of Modern Times

“A Wretch Life Me” is a story that reveals the power of 
God and the defeat of Satan. The author, Clint Burwell, 
shares his life experiences and reveals his intense battle 
with several vices. Through God’s sovereignty, protec-
tion and guidance, Clint shows us the victory of walking 
with God and living in His purpose.

“A Still Traveler of Modern Times” was written from 
my own individual perspective of being an American 
throughout 2020-current. It touches base on withstand-
ing the political chaos, neglect, and division in such un-
forgiving times. At the end of every chapter, you will find 
a carefully constructed motivational “Call to Action.”

ISBN: 978-1684862351

ISBN: 979-8417374548

by Clint Burwell

by Anthony M. Reyes

Against The Wind: 
A Motorcycle Ride

“Against The Wind: A Motorcycle Ride” by Dale Arenson 
takes its readers on an exhilarating tale of discovery. This 
book describes the two-lane backroads of America and 
the joy of riding and living in the moment. It highlights 
the idea that one should focus on the journey instead of 
the destination.

ISBN: 979-8460182596

by Dale Arenson

Alaska Veterans

Alaska, the last frontier, has many one-of-a-kind stories, 
often unknown to even her residents. The Alaska Vet-
erans Museum exists to tell and interpret these military 
history stories to preserve her son’s and daughters’ mil-
itary experiences and to support her veterans. The book 
aims to bring this museum close to anyone, introducing 
them to its rich history through exhibits and displays.

ISBN: 978-1098071356

by Suellyn Wright Novak COLONEL, USAF, RET

All Tied Up

“All Tied Up” is an endearing story that weaves learn-
ing to tie shoes with cultivating a growth mindset. This 
book is a great conversation starter for both teachers and 
families to explicitly teach children about developing a 
growth mindset. A growth mindset helps us to embrace 
the power of YET!

Website: www.adventuresofmoti.com

Website: www.afterhiphop.com

Website: www.anthonymreyes.com

ISBN: 978-1643074238

by Gina Moulton

And I Wanted to Be a Boat Bum

“And I Wanted To Be A Boat Bum” is the story of Gore 
Lyle, an ex-Green Beret and ex-police officer. Gore was 
very mean as a Green Beret, killing many people, but 
was saved when he left the service and became a police 
officer.

ISBN: 978-1635754193

by Jim Hawk

Along The Way:
A Priest’s Journey of Joys and Challenges

This book highlights the author’s 50 years in the minis-
try, packed with reflections and lessons learned along 
the journey. Various pastoral experiences and encoun-
ters shaped the author’s religious insights. 

ISBN: 979-8473288100

by Monsignor Paul L. Bochicchio

Adventures of Moti: 
A Birdie in a box Book 8: Christmas in 
Canada

Moti flew with the flock of birds to an airport. She was 
surprised to see so many planes below. There was a 
sonic boom, and birds ran away in fear. Moti came to 
Alberta in Canada for a new adventure. Moti celebrates 
Christmas in Canada with Helen.

ISBN: 978-1088024171

by Satyanarayana Ganti

AfterHipHop.com Presents:  
Jailhouse Talk Navigating the System from 
Lockup to E.O.S.

“AfterHipHop.com Presents: JailHouse Talk Navigating the 
System from Lockup to E.O.S.” is a concise how-to handbook 
for convicts, focusing on setting one’s self up for success 
from the beginning to the end of a sentence. The nonfiction 
book gives inmates advice about the bail system, enrolling in 
educational programs, choosing a work assignment, and a 
few other important topics. 

ISBN: 978-1098399214

by Raul Medina

Angel & Adam

This book is about two schools constantly at odds with 
each other. Their rivalry ensues, but at the same time, 
they also play a significant role in guiding humanity and 
ensuring what is best for all. 

ISBN: 978-1478774532

by David G. Bickler
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Anthology of Short Stories and Poems II

Angels Whisper: 
You’re Not Cursed: Galations 5:1

This new book continues the adventures of Private De-
tective Jack Donavon. His search for the person who 
caused his hearing loss leads him back to Florida. Plus, 
David and Carol Anne Taylor discuss the papers of Da-
vid’s great-grandfather. Jason and Ava are in the middle 
of Hurricane Michael and must decide what to do about 
a mental hospital.

He has wanted me my whole life: he used an ocean to 
snatch me, a fire to suffocate me, a boss to crush my 
soul, a friend to kill me, and yet here I stand, my life beg-
ging the question, am I cursed? I know what it is to be a 
coward like Peter, a murderer like Paul, and a question 
mark like Nicodemus. What will it take for me to be His?

ISBN: 978-1645846154

ISBN: 978-1662833939

by Brian Clements

by Victoria Angel Moore

Beneath the Mask:
An Artistic Look at the Pandemic And The 
Year That Changed the World Forever...2020

This is your time capsule of the year 2020. Beneath 
the Mask is current and prevalent to everything that is 
happening in our world today. My book offers memo-
ries through poetry, photos, and sketches as we walk 
through this journey together.

ISBN: 978-1638603375

by Bryn E. Leetch

Better Lucky Than Good: 
From Outlaw Biker to Airline Pilot, And 
Beyond

Embark on an unusual journey of adventure and danger 
in “Better Lucky Than Good.” It follows the author’s 
struggles in building a better life. From outlaw biker to 
construction worker to salesman, to finally pursue his 
dream of working as a professional pilot. This inspira-
tional story is full of drama, humor, and fun flying sto-
ries.

ISBN: 979-8352413265

by Dale Arenson

Between 2 Worlds 

“Between Two Worlds” is a story about my life, the hard-
ships, and the identity crisis I faced throughout my life. 
This book will inspire you to never give up and push 
through no matter what you are going through. There will 
be better times ahead, and in the end, all will be better. 

Website: www.brynleetch.com

Website: www.Birolbahadir.com

Website: www.JackHawn.com

ISBN: 979-8986575513

by Birol Bahadir

Bones of the Fathers

A skinwalker is hunting Jax Yazzie, and he must find a 
way to save himself and his community. “Bones of the 
Fathers” is a young adult horror novel that will have you 
crawling out of your skin.

ISBN: 978-1098374938

by Cat Smouse

Blind Journey: 
A Journalist’s Memoirs

Jack Hawn never studied journalism and never aspired 
to be a writer. During his 43-year career, he covered Mu-
hammad Ali title fights and boxing at the 1984 Olym-
pics. “Blind Journey” is a work you’ll keep pulling off 
your bookshelf to reread time and time.

ISBN: 978-1609760113

by Jack Hawn

Anthoney’s Return From Hell

This book is a sequel to “The Taco Shack Killer,” about 
second chances. In this book, God pulls a demon named 
Anthoney out of hell and gives him a chance to redeem 
himself. God gives him superpowers and a new name: 
Regenerator. Together with his friends, Regenerator 
fights Demented Girl, the antagonist. 

ISBN: 978-1636922331

by Anthoney Pate

Becoming a Lake Girl and Family: 
Owning and Operating a Family Resort on 
The Magical Lake of the Ozarks

Debra Amandola looks back at how her life changed when 
her family moved to the Ozarks. She shares how her family 
became lake people, leading her to become the woman she 
is today. Her parents cultivated a strong, positive familial 
structure through the years of owning and operating a resort.

ISBN: 978-1982273415

by Debra Amandola

Born To Conquer: 
Understanding Your Racial, Historic and 
Spiritual Heritage and Taking Dominion

This book is like no other book you have read. The author 
pours a wealth of knowledge that he has researched and 
experienced over a span of 30 or more years. It is historic 
and draws from a rich source of information showing 
the African roots of Judaism and Christianity.

ISBN: 978-1478761891

by Glenn English
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Color of Friends

Breaking the Spell Over America: 
How to Stop Satan’s Plan to Destroy America

What happens when five ethically different females 
are brought together to compete for one job? “Color 
of Friends” explores African American, Caucasian, His-
panic, Asian, and Native American relationships. These 
five women are brought together to compete for the 
last position at a Fortune 500 company, where they must 
entrust their lives to each other despite being strangers.

There is a satanic assault on America’s most basic free-
doms. Scott Wallis, a leading prophetic voice, shares 
inside information and revelation of what Satan is doing 
in America. In “Breaking the Spell Over America,” Wallis 
defines the theater of battle for the new millennium in 
America. In this book, readers will discover the master 
keys to defeating Satan’s plan by breaking the power of 
the spirit of witchcraft’s influence over America.

ISBN: 978-1504910507

ISBN:  978-1662843860

by Wanda Battle-Frazier

by Scott Wallis

Dancing with Angels:
Songs and Poems of the Millennium

W. Brunhofer’s “Dancing with Angels: Songs and Poems 
of the Millennium” mount an investigation into sources 
of human goodness and an exploration of the ultimate 
source of goodness. The poetry book invites its readers 
to engage with “better angels” whose guidance illumi-
nates their better natures and brings them closer to the 
truth, rebalancing the human spirit in calibration with 
our Creator.

ISBN: 978-1098064921

by W. Brunhofer

“Dearest Kitty” Anne Frank: 
Then and Now

Loyola of Rome students Ken and Mike toured Anne 
Frank Foundation in Amsterdam. They met Otto Frank 
in the diner across the street. The two didn’t get his 
identity yet; he described his daughters, his wife, and 
the foundation. The man’s business card says, ‘Otto H. 
Frank!’

ISBN: 978-1662846502

by Rev. Kenneth W Ekdahl

8 Billion Reasons Population Matters: 
The Defining Issue of the 21st Century

The world is about to hit a staggering population of eight 
billion people living on a tiny planet. Valorie M. Allen 
dares to connect those very few dots in this provocative 
and critically acclaimed must-read. With this book, the 
reader finally understands how simple the way forward to 
sustainability could be. This book has legs that will carry it 
around the world. Indeed, it must!

Website: www.scottwallis.me

Website: www.populationinsync.net

Website: www.moodschannel.com

Website: www.deniseharvey.com 

Website: www.drlincolndouglas.com

ISBN: 978-1039108042

by Valorie M. Allen

Emergence of Me: 
Discovering My Identity and the Courage 
Within

Our words have now formed the world known as our 
current life. Our change can begin by guarding our 
thoughts and what we allow to seep out of our mouths, 
escaping into the atmosphere and mixing with unbelief. 
We must believe that God not only has us, but He has 
the best for us, even before our feet hit the ground. If 
you fall, get back up, and do it again. 

ISBN: 978-1953788177

by Denise C. Herndon Harvey

Eleven

Eye am original, organic, omnipotent, omnipresent, 
omniscient, infinite, immortal, eternal all-inclusive sov-
ereign energy, breathing and pulsating consciously 
forever!

ISBN: 979-8765225967

by Desmond Donald Green

Compendium of the Miraculous: 
An Encyclopedia of Revelation, Marian 
Apparitions, and Mystical Phenomena

“Compendium of the Miraculous: An Encyclopedia of Rev-
elation, Marian Apparitions, and Mystical Phenomena” is 
packed with comprehensive information and revelatory 
details such as examples of authentic and fraudulent rev-
elations, brief biographies of saints, blessed, and venera-
ble with attention paid to their mystical experiences. This 
one-of-a-kind compendium is overflowing with explana-
tions and examples of the lives of saints.

ISBN: 978-1505111361

by Deacon Albert Graham

Cong Catchers: 
A Soldier’s Memories of Vietnam

The day-to-day life of a young man drafted and sent to Viet-
nam. He lived as a Christian and rebuilt an orphanage along 
with his fellow soldiers.

ISBN: 978-1635259834  

by Lee Halverson

Escape into life: 
...on the way to total fulfillment

A book of poetry and stories from the edge of the Chris-
tian experience and why I am still here.

ISBN: 978-1669805779

by Dr. H. Lincoln Douglas
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Exiles’ Escape: Book 2 
Of Old Men and Infidels

Evermore

Enlightened by her captivity with the old savage, Jesse, 
middle-aged 18-year-old Malila Chiu escapes her 
homeland’s moral morass—if she can. In a 22nd-century 
America, spies, CORE-entities, poet-socialists, and ‘fraks’ 
fight for survival. 

Lizbeth Mayer Sharples’ encounter with Ian Mayer sets 
off a series of events that will change the course of their 
lives. As they struggle to hold on to their love, they are 
caught in a whirlwind of tragedy that threatens to tear 
them apart. “Evermore” is the story of the power of love 
that brings salvation and redemption.

ISBN: 978-1948080002

ISBN: 978-1685703998

by W. Clark Boutwell

by Margaret Krivchenia

Feelings and Reason: 
Activating Your Heart as Compass Despite 
the Ego’s Interference

Author Ernie L. Vecchio reveals a developmental under-
standing of how adversity becomes an opportunity for 
self-correction, growth, and healing. By acknowledging 
that the human ego is only one-third of a larger system, 
people learn not only what is observing their lives but 
why and where it intends for them to go.

ISBN: 979-8664406689

by Ernie L. Vecchio

FireStarter: 
The Holy Spirit Empowers

“FireStarter: The Holy Spirit Empowers” isn’t centered 
on the fruit or gifts of the Spirit. Instead, it’s about the 
empowering work of the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:8) in the 
Old Testament, New Testament, and on people’s days. 
It’s an engaging account by a Bible-believing pastor of 
his journey from being a rigid dispensationalist to a bal-
anced charismatic.

ISBN: 978-0998226705

by Philip J. Noordmans

Firing of the Crucible: 
The fight for your future Began in their past

The last fleet of your empire has been turned into balls 
of expanding debris in space. In the final minutes of the 
battle, you rescued thirteen captains and their crews. In a 
mad, possibly treasonous attempt to enlist the aid of the 
species from a system locked away from the rest of the 
universe, you are about to attempt the most dangerous 
transit ever undertaken.

Website: www.ernievecchio.com

Website: www.booksbybareiss.com

Website: www.richardlbowman.com

Website: www.fourcousinsmysteries.com
Website: www.pastorspub.net

Website: www.oldmenandinfidels.com

Website: www.moniqueyelias.com

ISBN: 978-1519029935

by Michael Eves Shaffer

Frances and Millie Play in the 
Numbers Park

“Frances and Millie Play in the Numbers Park” is a great 
resource to help teachers and parents bring students up 
to speed on the basics of mathematics. Children reading 
this book can learn the symbols and words for the num-
bers from zero to 10 and 100 and infinity.

ISBN: 978-1664238985

by Richard L. Bowman

First Frigate

This story follows Clement and his associates through 
their incredible trip covering Africa’s northern and west-
ern parts. They caught up with him south of Bermuda, 
where a highly unusual, climactic sea battle pits an array 
of eighteenth to twenty-first-century United States Navy 
assets against a more modern adversary. 

ISBN: 978-1492822288

by David Bareiss

Faces and Places in the World

“Faces Place in the World” is a book of short rhymes 
about boys and girls dreaming of traveling the world 
and what they do or see when they visit all of its famous 
cities and sites in a variety of countries throughout the 
world.

ISBN: 978-1667813912

by Monique Yvette Elias

Facing the Challenge, Beating the 
Odds:
The Jimmy Mulzet Story

“Facing the Challenge, Beating the Odds” is about the au-
thor’s journey growing up with cerebral palsy. Despite his 
illness, he accomplished many things with his faith in God, 
such as marathons, climbing the Empire State Building, and 
meeting Saint John Paul II. His faith made it possible for him 
to face every adversity in his life.

ISBN: 978-1665708586

by Jimmy Mulzet

Frog Pond

A boy’s trip to the frog pond takes an unexpected turn 
when he finds himself in trouble with a snapping turtle. 
As usual, it’s his mother who is left to help him out - 
and it’s her who has to decide what to do about the 
situation.

ISBN: 978-1646542499

by Edward J. Leahy
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Gates of Power: 
Actualize Your True Self

From the Minister’s Desk:  
A Few Words of Inspiration and Encouragement

“Gates of Power: Actualize Your True Self” is an inspi-
rational, informative, and practical guide for those 
passionate about living up to their potential and max-
imizing their life. The book is based on the Gates of 
Power® Method created by Nomi Bachar.

“From the Minister’s Desk, A Few Words of Inspiration 
and Encouragement” is a faith-based book reflecting the 
forty-year ministry of Eddie W. Sorrell, Sr.  The poems in 
this collection have a sermon that will inspire and leave 
a memory concerning the things spoken to audiences.

ISBN: 978-1946978769

ISBN: 978-1646284795 

by Nomi Bachar

by Eddie W. Sorrell Sr.

Global Warming: 
The Problem

In 2007, Wilfred Candler wrote and self-published 
“Global Warming: The Answer.” It advocated a tax of 
$250 per ton of coal. Now (2021), he wants to share his 
concern that the problems of climate change are vastly 
more multi-dimensional.

ISBN: 979-8885141697

by Wilfred Candler 

Growing Up Sassafras: 
Where is my Daddy

Grandmother Mildred is that character in this book, but 
she is on a different side. She is standing back, watching 
her daughter’s emotional turmoil erupt in her grand-
daughter’s life. It is about the best for your child, every 
child. To have the love, care, and support of parents and 
family, believing in hope and healing for every child.

ISBN: 978-1640881655

by Denise C. Herndon Harvey

HANGMEN: 
Riding with an Outlaw Motorcycle Club 
in the old days

Come and ride with the outlaw bikers in California in the 
glory days of the ‘60s and ‘70s. “Hangmen: Riding with 
an Outlaw Motorcycle Club in the Old Days” by Dale 
Arenson tells the excitement brought by the rough times 
replete with choppers, gang brawls, action, and violence. 
These unique times cannot be recreated today. 

Website: www.gatesofpower.com

Website: www.deniseharvey.com 

Website: www.authorstevennielsen.com

ISBN: 979-8483915706

by Dale Arenson

Hebrew Gold

A fascinating portrayal of the Stick of Judah and the Stick 
of Joseph. Wonderful pictures and clear understanding! 
All inside this powerful book.

ISBN: 978-1721943388

by Steven D. Nielsen

Heaven is Beyond Imagination: 
The music, beauty, waters, flowers, joy, peace, love, 
relationships, and more, described by fifty published 
eyewitnesses

Can we trust reports when they tell us things the Bible 
doesn’t mention? This book’s description of heaven is 
more direct, detailed, and extensive than that of any 
other book. God has superseded His written Word to tell 
us more about His kingdom before Jesus’ return.

ISBN: 979-8709912724

by Dr. Jacques LaFrance

Gilbert the Green-Eyed Rabbit

“Gilbert the Green-Eyed Rabbit” by Dr. Poppy is all about 
a young rabbit experiencing new creatures he comes 
upon in the meadow near his home. He learns about 
making friends without judgment or bias.

ISBN: 978-1662844492

by Dr. Poppy

Giving Is Not Just For The Very Rich: 
A How-To Guide For Giving And Philanthropy

“Giving Is Not Just For The Very Rich” is an inspiring, easy-
to-use guide on how to reap the many benefits of giving. 
Dr. Susan Aurelia Gitelson offers you reasons to give, consid-
ering values and concerns. She shows you how to evaluate 
charities, make choices, and realize your commitments.

ISBN: 978-1468111040

by Dr. Susan Aurelia Gitelson 

Henry’s Mysterious Voice

Henry, a little mouse, hears his human family discuss 
their outside activities. He wants to do so but has a 
problem — he is afraid to go out to do so until he hears 
a mysterious voice. What does it do for him?

ISBN: 978-1954908598

by Nancy L. Hurley
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Hope is a Weapon

High-Caliber Poetry

“Hope is a Weapon” follows the story of Private First 
Class (PFC) Charlie Martin, who is expected to fight in Af-
ghanistan along with 4,000 other troops. While trying to 
keep his physical strength, a war is brewing in his mind. 
This heart-tugging historical fiction tells its readers that 
the perfect weapon isn’t ammunition but something 
propelled by faith.

“High-Caliber Poetry” is a collection of poetry by a 
Marine veteran who served in Afghanistan. It discusses 
his experiences and various topics and expands on their 
meaning and literary techniques with a short explana-
tion of each poem.

ISBN: 978-1543983821

ISBN: 978-1669803041

by John Kelling

by Tyson Tofte

I Remember the Risorgimento

This story revolves around Jessie White, a Victorian 
girl in her twenties who befriends Giuseppe Garibaldi, 
a favorite hero in the revolution. Jessie eventually gets 
caught in a tangled crossfire between two nations while 
witnessing the dangers and feeling intrigued until unex-
pected romance blossoms.

ISBN: 978-1984584847

by Honor Mamath 

If Trees Could Talk

If trees could talk, what would they say? Would they 
speak hello to one another on a warm summer’s day? 
Would they smile and laugh as they watch the children 
play? This book is for a child’s imagination and the end-
less possibilities of what-ifs.

ISBN: 979-8885054027

by Trudi Pippin

In The Volume: 
My Life in Film and TV

“In The Volume: My Life in Film and TV” recounts actor 
Alex Hyde-White’s journey before and the days leading 
to his stardom. It chronicles his life growing up in England 
before moving to Palm Springs in the 1960s, where he 
worked as a cab driver, bartender, waiter, and ski shop 
clerk while looking for acting gigs to start his Hollywood 
career.

Website: www.honormamath.com
Website: www.djosephziders.com

Website: www.alexhyde-white.comWebsite: www.my-fathersvoice.blogspot.com

Website: www.khoshconsulting.com

ISBN: 978-1665729734

by Alex Hyde-White

Jaime’s Inspirations: 
Poems from the Heart and Mind

“Jaime’s Inspirations” is a collection of poems that come 
from the heart. At different moments in our lives, we all 
experience intense emotions. We can understand and 
relate to these feelings through the medium of poetry, 
especially by connecting with our own innermost feel-
ings.

ISBN: 978-1525544095

by Jaime P. Fidler

It’s All About Him

“It’s All About Him” by AZALEE BELLAMY is a poetry 
book dedicated to those who need comfort from op-
pression, depression, or just day-to-day stress in this 
everyday life.

ISBN: 978-1667816371

by Azalee Bellamy

How to Alleviate Digital 
Transformation Debt:
post-COVID-19

The world is amid a digital revolution with unprece-
dented challenges. Transformative actions need to be 
taken now. Otherwise, the “debt” accumulates. “How to 
Alleviate Digital Transformation Debt” has practical rec-
ommendations for all aspects of digital transformation 
from cultural changes to best practices.

ISBN: 978-1662912047

by Dr. Setrag Khoshafian

Hunting: 
You’ve got to be Kidding!

“Hunting: You’ve got to be kidding!” is a wonderful true story 
about a man with a dream. The book takes you through a 
chronological order of years as the author hunts all the big 
game species that call North America home. It really is a story 
of faith in God and perseverance.

ISBN: 978-1649087829

by Kevin Aelred Dettler

Jeremiah Revel:
The Blackguards of Charlatan

“Jeremiah Revel: The Blackguards of Charlatan” follows 
the story of a fictional antihero police officer named Jer-
emiah Revel, who, under unfortunate circumstances, is 
forced to surrender his badge and pursue a job in pri-
vate investigation. The book will place its readers at a 
vantage point to show them how to survive heartache 
and betrayal.

ISBN: 978-1662405013

by D. Joseph Ziders
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Joint Leadership: 
Leading in a Joint and Combined Military 
Organization

Jesus and You

“Joint Leadership” is a book that guides the reader 
with game-changing military information. It addresses 
senior-level military officers seeking guidance on effi-
ciently leading a joint or combined military organization. 

“Jesus and You” is a book written for readers who wish 
to become closer to Christ. Allen Bontrager writes about 
the story of the crucifixion of Jesus and how His life and 
teachings apply to our lives, particularly in the present 
day. This book is written as an inspiration to encourage 
readers to have a good personal relationship with their 
creator.

ISBN: 978-1667834146

ISBN: 978-1638674382

by Ted G. Roberts

by Allen Bontrager

Kintsugi

“Kintsugi” by Robert D. Grappel is a poetry book that 
houses more than 100 original poems. These poems 
cover various topics, such as travel, religion, and music. 
The book’s title is based on the Japanese art form of 
mending broken pottery with gold lacquer, as shown on 
the book’s cover. Robert’s poems suggest we should try 
to restore our part of the broken world.

ISBN: 978-1667831886

by Robert D. Grappel

Lady Undertaker II : 
The Embalmer’s Blues

“The Embalmer’s Blues” is the second novel of Lisa 
Branch-Edwards and Lyn Johnson in The Lady Under-
taker series. It tells the story of three funeral service 
professionals who dedicate themselves to celebrating 
the lives of those gone too soon. Their tale is poignant 
and will resonate with anyone who has experienced the 
pain of loss and the bittersweet emotions of working in 
a family business.

ISBN: 978-1667856285

by Lisa Branch-Edwards & Lyn Johnson

Laughter at Dawn

Abigail (Abby) Thornton is an intellectually-disabled 
young woman who suffers from an undiagnosed psy-
chiatric condition. Her story centers on the injustices she 
experienced in her previous foster placements and her 
struggles to receive the proper support she needed.

Website: www.maryjoparadissmith.com

Website: www.joellenlayne.com

Website: www.djoinerbooks.com

Website: www.randymclendon.com

Website: www.littlechewz.ca

ISBN: 978-1612962603

by Jo Ellen Capps

Liberty and The Garden

Did the Pilgrims discover liberty when they landed at 
Plymouth Rock? Did our Founding Fathers create it? 
Why did it need to be sought, and why did it need to be 
preserved? What is so essential about liberty, and where 
did it come from?

ISBN: 979-8805505424

by Randall W. McLendon

Let the Playing Field Level the  
Playing Field

This book highlights the metaphorical complexities of 
America’s socio-political and economic fields. It explores 
the inequalities that influence the ability of players to 
participate fairly with hopes of playing by the same rule-
book. It may not happen right now, but the future holds 
a remarkable promise for a more united America.  

ISBN: 978-1636921273

by Dennis Joiner

July in August:
One Girl’s Struggle with an Opioid Addicted 
Mother

This book is about a 12-year-old named July Krativi-
tiz who lives in Maplewood, New Hampshire, with her 
drug-addicted mother. Mary White, an elderly neighbor, 
discovers what’s going on with July’s mother. Mrs. White 
kidnaps the children to a faraway lakehouse where she 
knows they will be safe.

ISBN: 978-0578714776

by Maryjo Paradis Smith

Kaygan’s Adventure Suprise at 5

“Kaygan’s Adventure Suprise at 5” is about a little girl named 
Kaygan who spends a lot of time wondering where and what 
her Nana had planned for her birthday. However, no matter 
who she asked, nobody seemed to know. What happened 
next was amazing.

ISBN: 979-8353899389

by Darcele Cole-Robinson

Little Chewz Celebrates Winter

“Little Chewz Celebrates Winter” tells what the Cutlery 
family does during winter. With so much to do during 
the winter, the Cutlery family continues to enjoy food 
and friends and explore French culture through the fes-
tival. This rhyming picture book is the second in the Cut-
lery Family series. The book includes recipes and crafts. 
Join the Cutlery family in this story of winter activities 
and sharing cultures.

ISBN: 978-1663235091

by Lisa Trout
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Logan’s Adventures: 
Book 1: Based on a true story

Living Beyond Limitations Everyday: 
Twelve Profound Principles on How to Live 
Beyond Your Limitations Everyday

Based on a true-life story, Logan’s father decides to 
follow his dreams and build a log cabin on a homestead 
in the Alaskan wilderness. The family moves from the 
comforts and security of their city home to an unfamil-
iar world filled with many dangerous adventures. Can 
Logan conquer his fears as he faces unexpected chal-
lenges?

“Living Beyond Limitations Every day” is a book that 
reveals 12 hidden principles on how to push past any 
limitation life may have thrown your way. It will teach 
you to see life from an entirely different perspective of 
limitless possibilities. Get ready to discover a new path 
in life with no limits!

ISBN: 978-1638850908

ISBN: 978-1646540976

by S.J. Forss 

by Kennedy King Odimba

Loud Echo of Silent Perseverance

When you have reached the summit, you have come 
so far up that you can’t see your reflection in the water 
below. You think you are fully accomplished, yet you 
crave something more. That’s when you must dive 
down and submerge yourself in the river of thoughts to 
cleanse every spec of negativity within. 

ISBN: 978-1977222343

by Rakhi Shastri

Love Has A Voice

“Love Has a Voice” by author Robin L. Welch is an invig-
orating narrative that proclaims God’s wonderful grace 
and shares a resounding idea of true love with readers.

ISBN: 978-1642988857

by Robin L. Welch 

Lucas The Lamb

“Lucas The Lamb” is a true story of a lamb that was the 
sole survivor of a fantastic quadruplet birth. It shows how, 
despite his issues at birth, he found a purpose in bring-
ing joy and laughter to the visitors and volunteers at the 
Restoration Farm.

Website: www.therestorationfarm.org

Website: www.deefic.com

Website: www.kingssolutionsnetwork.com

ISBN: 978-1098076665

by Duane Whitely

Madam’s Mini

Hubert, Madam, and her Mini Cooper S teach readers 
that bigger isn’t always better. 

ISBN: 978-1419666834

by Jeff Lucier

M*A*S*H Vietnam: 
What It’s Like To Be A War Nurse

“M*A*S*H Vietnam” shows how one young nurse sur-
vived the day-to-day drama in a Mobile Army Surgical 
Hospital in South Vietnam, uncovering the operations of 
a Mash unit in a combat zone and the bleak hardships 
of war. The story isn’t much about the war but about a 
regular nurse who followed her passion.

ISBN: 978-1732900028

by Lorna Griess

Look How Lovely!: 
¡Mira qué lindo! A Bilingual Book

Marti Skarupa’s “Look How Lovely! ¡Mira qué lindo!” 
will bring happiness to your child and warmth to your 
heart. The joyful romp through a perfect summer’s day 
is also an excellent way to introduce and teach kids a 
new language.

ISBN: 978-1480087378

by Marti Skarupa 

Lord, When?: 
A Biblical Perspective of The Second Coming

“Lord, When?” looks at the Second Coming from a scriptural 
point of view while examining the questions, objections, and 
various views on the Tribulation period and the Rapture of 
the Church. Author John J. Cobb brings over twenty years of 
research and study of the end of times to the subject.

ISBN: 978-1638850243

by John J. Cobb

Make a Memory Every Day - Vol. 1: 
God’s Word Will Change Your Life

“MAKE A MEMORY EVERY DAY: God’s Word Will Change 
Your Life. (Make a Memory Every Day Vol. 1)” by Jerilyn 
Pallesi Von Flue. Each devotional includes a “Take Time 
to Pray” and a “Challenge” section. Take the challenge 
to memorize the daily scriptures, then journal your own 
thoughts.

ISBN: 978-1662857386

by Jerilyn Pallesi Von Flue
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Malila of the Scorch: 
Book Three of Old Men and Infidels

Making the Most of It: 
An Odyssey during the Pandemic

War looms for the Unis, a last chance to free the un-
fashionable outlands from the horrors of self-rule. Malila 
emerges as an envoy from the Scorch. Wary, Jesse stays 
with her for their love’s sake, learning too late that this 
battle may be his last.

After the pandemic, Conrad Colby goes from Tres 
Robles, CA, to Tin Cup, CO, facing bandit bikers, a re-
ligious wacko, experiencing violence, sand storms, 
hunger, and thirst. He copes with courage, gonzo 
schemes, and humor by just… Making the Most of It. 

ISBN: 978-1950906079

ISBN: 978-1092651752

by W. Clark Boutwell

by Jim LeMay

Mental Health Ministry:
The Struggle Is Real

With an unprecedented mental health crisis sweeping 
the globe, “Mental Health Ministry” aims to inspire and 
encourage pastors, Christian leaders, and churches to 
meet the real-world challenges of this epidemic. This 
book is a Biblically-based and clinically proven collec-
tion of practical ways Christian ministries can make a 
powerful difference for those experiencing mental and 
relational difficulties.

ISBN: 978-1685569457

by Dr. Jared Pingleton

Merciful

“Merciful” by Susan G. Kabelitz is a 65-day devotional 
about His mercy and endless love. The book’s purpose is 
to reflect upon the Bible passages and to look for God’s 
mercy in your life. There are thirty days of mercy and 
thirty-five days of love. The book may serve as a per-
sonal guide for your character growth. It can assist in 
changing your mind about situations you may be facing 
that seem out of your control.

ISBN: 978-1649086860

by Susan G. Kabelitz

Mike Pence: 
Equally Yoked by Grace 

“Mike Pence: Equally Yoked” by Grace is a brief back-
ground autobiography of the current vice president of 
the United States of America, Mike Pence. It shed light 
as to why a conservative politician and a man of strong 
Christian faith would join in an alliance with then-candi-
date Trump.

Website: www.pickitupplease.com

Website: www.hosannawriter1.com

Website: www.oldmenandinfidels.com

Website: www.cwctexas.info

Website: roseanncotton.com

Website: www.drpingleton.com Website: www.yolandafaitheyes.com

ISBN: 978-1098004262

by Alfred Stephen Kanu

My Aunt Ruthy: 
Uncle Mason Was a Monster

Trisha and Tia Bell are trapped in a dysfunctional home 
with their Aunt Ruthy. The two sisters feel that the only 
way out is to kill and live far away from Inglewood, Cal-
ifornia. Although they may be successful, they’re still no 
match for the women who raised them.

ISBN: 979-8837157912

by Briana Pass

Misunderstood My Destiny!

Pastor Maria Taylor’s “Misunderstood My Destiny!” is a 
living testimony that you can go through life’s trials and 
come out on top. Each trial has an expiration date on it, 
and if you wait it through, you will see why you needed 
to travel that road.

ISBN: 978-1499323719

by Pastor Maria Taylor

Marcelin and Marcy: 
Two Elephants for a Cleaner World 
por in mondo Mas Limpio/pour un monde plus propre

Written in three languages – English, French, and Span-
ish – and filled with beautiful color illustrations, “Marcelin 
and Marcy” is an impactful story teaching children envi-
ronmental lessons. It encourages kids and parents to talk 
about respecting the environment, instilling good habits 
when disposing of trash, and maintaining a cleaner and 
happier world for themselves and future generations.

ISBN: 978-0578714776

by Claude Alain Solliard

Mending Vanessa:
An Oregon Romance

“Mending Vanessa” tells the story of a young woman named 
Vanessa who is happily engaged and looking forward to the 
future. A shocking revelation about her parents and her fa-
ther’s sudden death crumble her idyllic life. Vanessa must 
navigate physical and emotional turmoil before she finds the 
contentment she seeks.

ISBN: 978-1643888194

by Roseann Cotton

My Children Are Gay & They’re Still 
My Blessing

“My Children Are Gay & They’re Still My Blessing” is a 
story of God taking a mother by the hand, healing her 
broken heart, and showing her how to overcome the 
myriad of emotions flooding her mind. He taught her 
how to love her son and daughter without limits despite 
being gay. 

ISBN: 978-1980737957

by Yolanda Johnson Bailey
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My PoetryBabe

My Emotional Self: 
A Guide to Emotional Self Care

Shawn Jackson is a storyteller, poet, and songwriter. 
His last two books published are Kiss Me Hard and The 
World Around Me with Songs and Poetry. This book is a 
little bit exotic and erotic. The author hopes you enjoy it 
and will be able to read the other books as well. Shawn 
Jackson has another book coming out called They Called 
Me Frenchy.

Even though life might be hectic and overwhelming, it’s 
important to schedule time for self-care. Focusing on 
what you need when you need it with the goal of health 
and well-being is self care. Sometimes prescription 
drugs, over-the-counter drugs, or other harmful vices 
are used to ignore or suppress warnings.

ISBN: 978-1982255350

ISBN:  979-8846574946

by Shawn Jackson

by Venita Vance 

No, My Brother, I am My Brother

I have an older brother, and I always wanted to be like 
him as a child. Because I tried to copy my brother, I 
joined different sports teams in junior high. I struggled a 
lot in life, so I turned to God. And after all those trials, I 
eventually developed a life-saving product with patents 
from Johnson & Johnson. 

ISBN: 978-1637104347

by Collen Plummer

On Earth, as it is in Heaven

This book comes from the author’s journal from 2009 
to 2011, a time of terrible crisis for him and his family. 
However, it’s also the best time of his life. The book aims 
to let its readers find a way to deal with all things in life, 
good, wrong, or neutral, through the stories.

ISBN: 978-1662482441

by Charles Eben Johns

Once I Was Little, Now I Am Big

“Once I Was Little, Now I Am Big” is about changes in our 
life taken from the big and little concept. Some things 
that looked huge to a child now look smaller don’t fit, etc., 
as you age. This book contains some comparisons that 
looked one way as a child, but as an older child or even 
an adult, they look, feel, or fit differently.

Website: www.onecaregiversjourney.com

Website: www.oldmenandinfidels.com

ISBN: 978-1796049169

by Juliet C. Smedley

One War, Many Fights, US vs. US

“One War, Many Fights: US vs. US” is a synopsis of how 
author Helen Hunt has witnessed the nation’s actions 
today. The war is how some of our leaders have deemed 
democracy today compared to how it was many years 
ago. As Helen Hunt sees, certain leaders have turned 
false information into facts, and she shares her opinions 
in this book.

ISBN: 978-1639375349

by Helen Hunt

One Caregiver’s Journey

“One Caregiver’s Journey” is a must-read if you are a 
caregiver or anticipate becoming one. Written over nine 
and a half years, the book is a journal snapshot of the 
realities, changes, and challenges of being a carer. It was 
written with faith, humor, and love.

ISBN: 978-1543959352

by Eleanor Gaccetta

Natural Beauties: 
Homemade Wellness Tips from Head to Toe

This book contains only the best beauty advice and rec-
ipes from their many years of modeling and pageants, 
and it’s all rooted in natural ingredients. It has every-
thing you need for a beauty regimen that will keep you 
looking younger while staying healthy. In this book, the 
twin authors will show you how to help you look and feel 
youthful and invigorated daily.

ISBN: 978-1645437031

by Marita Meza & Mimina Meza Vergara

Never Give Up

“Never Give Up” is an inspirational story of a boy determined 
to make it to his school’s competitive soccer team. Despite 
having a disability, this boy strives to do whatever he can 
to be the best version of himself. This book aims to inspire 
readers that they can accomplish anything in life.

ISBN: 978-1662929434

by Kathryn Pascarella

Outland Exile: 
Book One of Old Men and Infidels

2128: A utopia rules America through rec-drugs and 
police, providing jobs, healthcare, and retirement at 
forty. The once-proud Lt. Chiu is seized by a disfigured, 
ancient savage, freeing her to become the Outland Exile 

ISBN: 978-1491775653

by W. Clark Boutwell
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Pavillion

Party Music: 
The Inside Story of the Black Panthers’ Band and 
How Black Power Transformed Soul Music

Armando Betancourt’s new book, “Pavilion,” tells three 
stories of real events in the life of the Cuban dissident. 
The first story takes place in an internal school in the 70s 
in the early years of the current Cuban dictatorship. The 
second and third stories narrate the events that led to 
the author’s arrest and imprisonment.

“Party Music” is a one-of-a-kind examination of the 
Black Panther Party’s official R&B band in Oakland, Cali-
fornia, as well as the story of soul music during the Black 
Power era of 1969-1971. 

ISBN: 979-8885275620

ISBN: 978-1613744925

by Armando Betancourt Reina

by Rickey Vincent

Piper Finds Her Special

“Piper Finds Her Special” provides a peek inside the 
mind of a therapy dog. She discovers her special pur-
pose in life while providing a reading program for chil-
dren. Through the magic of unconditional love, the dog 
and her owner help children lose their fears and anxiet-
ies while reading.

ISBN: 978-1645317722

by Alison Keenan

Pookey: 
A New Puppy in Town

Join Pookey the puppy on her many adventures to meet 
and become friends with other animals near her Wyo-
ming country home. Charlie the Squirrel, Clarisa the Cat, 
Squirm the Worm, and Zelda, the Red Robin, are just 
some of the animals she’ll meet.

ISBN: 978-1977250650

by Marcy E. Tepper

Pray-4-Breakthrough: 
Less than 5 Minute Prayers to Speak Over 
Your Children

“Pray-4-Breakthrough” is an inspiring book that includes 
fifty days of prayer. Each entry includes a scripture of 
reflection that readers can add to their spiritual arsenal. 
Nykia Coleman is a minister who has been involved in 
praying and interceding on behalf of others for over four 
decades.

Website: pray4breakthrough.com

Website: www.honormamath.com

Website: www:demarspenelopessong.com

Website: www.therapydogpiper.com
Website: www.realitytruthwordslove.com

ISBN:  978-1662842269

by Nykia Coleman

Purposeful Pathogens: 
How Pathogens Regulate the Behavior and 
General Quality of Human Populations

“Purposeful Pathogens” is a medical book that examines 
the relationship between lifestyle and infectious disease. 
The central thesis of this book is that many modifiable 
factors control contagious diseases and that we must 
change our behavior as a society and as individuals if we 
are to maximize our resistance to these diseases.

ISBN: 978-1977245069

by Colton Martens

Priviledge Meets Politics 

What will Charles Stanley do when up against men who 
take risks? Will he blow the whistle before the party 
melts down or become an accessory to a charge of cor-
ruption? “Privilege meets Politics” is about a country’s 
struggle to build its future and a man’s struggle to pro-
vide for it.

ISBN: 978-1796091946

by Honor Mamath 

Peace Train A Love Story

“Peace Train: A Love Story” is the story of Sara Salinger, an 
average Israeli teen, as she spends a life-changing week 
at a peace camp with fifteen other high schoolers. The 
caveat: half of the campers are native Palestinians, and 
the other half are Israeli citizens. Despite what society tells 
her, she finds true love and friendship at camp.

ISBN: 978-1947256491

by Renée Mollan-Masters

Penelope’s Song: 
A Seventeenth Century Tale for a Twenty-
First Century World

Set during the goudee eeuw, the Golden Age of the Dutch, 
“Penelope’s Song: A Seventeenth Century Tale for a Twen-
ty-First Century World” by Carol J. DeMars follows the story 
of different characters who are on the cusp of an extraordi-
nary journey. What does the future have in store for them? 
Readers of this book will discover the real heart of history 
in DeMars historical fiction, mirroring what life is like during 
the renaissance.

ISBN: 978-1645591801

by Carol J DeMars

Reality: 
Truth, Words and Love

The title reveals how we, as modern people, realize 
reality as a function of truth through the innuendo of 
words and the existentialism of love. Juxtaposing these 
elements and their manifestations hopefully provides 
a new perspective on the life that is our reality in the 
twenty-first century.

ISBN: 978-1669842279

by Vincent M Riccardi
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Republican Crackhead: 
An addict’s life in the FBI and DC’s Hoods, 
while infiltrating HATERS

Rediscovering the Wisdom of Human 
Nature: 
How Civilization Destroys Happiness

Todd Blodgett served in the White House and George 
H.W. Bush’s successful presidential campaign before 
finding himself ensconced in organized white suprem-
acy. For nearly three years, he worked as a paid, pro-
fessional FBI informant assigned to monitor the HATE 
movement and its top echelon.

Humans are anxious because, emotionally, we don’t un-
derstand the world civil rule has created. To love and be 
loved, we need a reality with which we can emotionally 
engage, not rationally.

ISBN: 978-1543986020

ISBN:  978-1098303990

by Todd A. Blodgett

by Chet Shupe

Revelation: 
What John Knew

“Revelation: What John Knew” is the first edition of Bar-
bara Schobl-Legee’s book on eschatology. John saw the 
Throne Room of God, angels, cherubim, souls, and living 
beasts in glorious detail. He was shown images from 
the beginning of time through the end of time. Find the 
meanings of the images John saw – and the One who 
comes to save them all.

ISBN: 978-1662859229

by Rev. Barbara M. Schobl-Legee

Ripple Effect : 
Because Of The War

This historical novel is set in England in the WWII era. 
A family struggles and thrives despite the hardships of 
war, absent partners, illegitimacy, and the repercussions 
of PTSD in a military combatant. War in any country has 
a ripple effect on people and communities for years af-
terward. This is a story of resilience and hope.

ISBN: 978-1532398285

by Jenny Ferns

Rise Up, Big Blue!: 
Eliminating the Obstacles to Progress in 
America

“BIG BLUE,” my term for the Democratic Party, is the ma-
jority party in America. Regardless of the issues you care 
about, progress is complicated to achieve—far beyond 
anything the founders ever visualized. Everyone is consti-
tutional and practical to put into effect now. Rise up, Big 
Blue, and eliminate the obstacles to progress in America. 
Then go on to do great things for all of us.

Website: debstories.com

Website: www.spiritualfreedompress.com

Website: jennyfernswriter.com

Website: toddblodgett.us

Website: www.geabbo.com

ISBN: 979-8843920227

by Ted W. Daniel J. D.

Saratoga Turning Point: 
The Shot That gave Birth to a Nation!

Based on true events, “Saratoga Turning Point” is a his-
torical tale that shares the journey of a humble man 
whose moral principles are challenged during the Amer-
ican Revolutionary War. As a chain of events unfolds and 
a single shot is fired that turns the tide of the Battle of 
Saratoga, history is transformed forever.

ISBN: 978-1663232984

by Andrew F. Nazzaro

Saints Codependent: 
Good From Evil

“Saints Codependent” is the first in a trilogy. It follows 
the journey of three women struggling to find their own 
identities. This book gives insights to become more 
aware of the commonality of evil in all families, regard-
less of income, gender, sexual orientation, or race. It will 
challenge readers to learn, understand, and grow so that 
they might know themselves.

ISBN: 978-1646707331

by Angie Galler Bowen, LCSW, CCBT, CRH

Return to earth

This sci-fi book is set after a nuclear holocaust devas-
tated Earth during the 21st century. It tells how some 
Tomacrans go to Earth to make a new home while others 
stay on Tomacra. Unfortunately, astronomers discover a 
rogue planet heading into collision, forcing a mass evac-
uation to Earth. On their way, it’s a race against time.

ISBN: N/A

by Gordon E. Abbo

Revelation, Mystical Phenomena and 
Divine Promises 

The book’s theme centers on God and His creation with a 
comprehensive look at the revelation of God’s salvation plan. 
It also debunks questionable, false, and fraudulent examples. 
This book also discusses heaven, hell, and purgatory. 

ISBN: 978-1698712680

by Deacon Albert Graham

Savanah Banana Caring for Others

Savanah takes her Bananamobile to the children’s hos-
pital to bring happiness and comfort. Maneuvering 
through the rooms of the hospital, many children hop 
on board. Children of all ages will have fun with the 
memory pages at the end of this book as they remem-
ber each child.

ISBN: 978-1737506768

by Debbie L. Hepner
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Servants Heart from the voice of a 
volunteer

Saving Molly Jane Hampton

This book is about being the best volunteer that God 
would like you to be by being faithful, being a servant, 
and helping others. II) Open to new experiences and 
working with both young and old people. III) Showing 
no favoritism and never being afraid to ask questions 
or say no. 

The body of six-year-old John William Hampton was dis-
covered. His father, Joe Hampton, was convicted of his 
son’s murder. His mother, Mary Lynn, was suspected of 
having prior knowledge of her son’s abuse. Mary Lynn 
believes in her husband’s innocence. Did Joe Hampton 
murder his son? Is Molly Jane safe in her Aunt Laura’s 
care, or is there a murderer amongst them? The story is 
an “easy read” with a surprise ending.

ISBN: 978-1364105341

ISBN: 978-1475182354

by Jamie Pulos-Fry

by Janis Anderson Yelton

She Let God Write Her Story

The story of a young girl who moved from Ukraine to 
the United States shortly after 9/11. The story of how a 
girl’s desire to please God and choose His will for her life 
put her through the trials and challenges of life.

ISBN: 978-1685175238

by Yelena Borichevska

Shift into Purpose!

“Shift into Purpose” will help you transition from one 
position to another. It will guide you through life’s trials 
and tests and leave a positive outlook on your NOW!

ISBN: 978-1540662057

by Apostle Maria Taylor

Simple Human Dignity: 
My Life, My Wife, Our Story

“Simple Human Dignity: My Life, My Wife, Our Story” talks 
about the character Arlene Goldberg, who became a pio-
neer and history maker credited with changing same-sex 
marriage laws in Florida. She met and fell in love with a 
woman named Carol. Their love would go on to shape 
history and free many to marry those they love. 

Website: two4avalon.com

Website: www.cwctexas.info

Website: www.suehassel.com

Website: www.whaywoodfictionbooks.com Website: suzanneliff.ag-sites.net

Website: yelenaborichevska.com Website: drsarahshabazz.com

ISBN: 978-1662904035

by Arlene Goldberg

Smarter Than You Think: 
Accessing Your Personal Powers to Triumph 
in College

“Smarter Than You Think: Accessing Your Personal 
Powers to Triumph in College” reframes our concept of 
what it means to be smart. Discover the many ways to 
be intelligent. See its pervasive power to lift students up 
and escort them right to the graduation stage.

ISBN: 978-1977218223

by Suzanne Liff

Singing Well to the End of Life: 
A little volume explaining the most concise 
way to retain the ultimate joy of singing

The book is a simplified description of singing with little 
technical jargon to confuse a novice singer. The advice 
is based on basic ballet moves that release the sound 
and provide the most direct way to arrive at clean vocal 
adduction.

ISBN: 978-1977256546

by Susan Hassel

Sex is a Journey

This book contains stories from real people with various 
experiences with sex, both young and old, from all walks 
of life. Their stories aim to expand society’s worldview of 
sex and encourage an open, honest conversation about 
each other’s expectations. It also tackles sexual trauma 
and other sexual topics that we should normalize. 

ISBN: 978-1636921501

by Douglas Ochu

Sham & Shel: 
Book 3 The Slash Double S Ranch Becomes 
a Reality

“Sham & Shel: Book 3 The Slash Double S Ranch Becomes a 
Reality” tells the story of a once-forbidden romance between 
Sham and Shel that turned into a humorous series of mar-
riages leading to a new ranch, the Slash Double S. 

ISBN: 978-1639858255

by Weldon L. Haywood 

So Many More Books

“So Many More Books” is a colorful rhyming picture 
book that tells the story of a little boy who shares his 
assortment of books. It’s a sequel to “So Many Books,” 
where he takes his readers on an adventure throughout 
his collection of books. Enjoy his excitement and be en-
couraged to read more as he shares his love of books.

ISBN: 978-1480981447

by Dr. Sarah Shabazz -Ugwumba
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Suzy And The Bug

Sun-Lion

“Suzy and the Bug” is the story of Aryanna and her cat 
Suzy. One day, the two went to a local park to read their 
favorite book, “The Wizard of Oz.” The two fell asleep 
and woke up to find they had entered a troubled Oz. 
The two must chase the truth and save the city from 
destruction.

Charlene Turner’s “Sun Lion” is a magical story that 
teaches and encourages children of all ages to love, mo-
tivate, and become inspirational. The simplicity of the 
style and vivid imagination make this story unlike any 
other. Teaching children that a person can grow to be a 
positive person despite trials and tribulations

ISBN: 978-1644717912

ISBN:  978-1638379423

by Clifford Schauer 

by Charlene Turner

Tanit

What if we took the common narrative of history and 
made it a bit different? A young woman and a man 
travel far back into the time of the Roman Republic and 
Ancient Carthage. Will they be able to give Hannibal 
Barca the foresight he needs to win the Second Punic 
War?

ISBN: 978-1662474538

by Freya Botthoff

Texas Ice

Jake doesn’t care about anything, and no one cares 
about him. That all changes when he discovers the game 
of hockey. Fortunately, he has found a new passion, but 
there’s one problem—he has never skated and knows 
nothing about the game. He’s alone and has secrets to 
keep. Can he make his dream come true?

ISBN: 978-1977232526

by Sharon Traner

The African Question: 
Problems and the Future of the Continent

This book argues that Africa’s political problems began 
with the formation of African states. The central answer is 
that the African states are artificial in physical shape and 
the psychology of the people.

Website: Sun-lion.org

Website: www.reflectionorg.com

Website: www.BrionKHanks-Poetry.com

ISBN: 978-1684091768

by Dr. Joseph Rukanshagiza

The Book of IT

“The Book of It” contains short stories and essays featur-
ing Scott Rahn’s journey, life experiences, and years of 
study. He encounters many puzzles and metaphors that 
lead him to discover valuable facets of history. 

ISBN: 978-1644243985

by Scott Rahn

The Art of Sweet Persuasion: 
Love Online

This book contains the true story of how as an older 
adult, I stepped out in faith and chose to pay ever so 
“sweetly” the cost of love through the internet. One eve-
ning, I was inspired to answer a “friend” request online. 
Little did I know I was about to take an extensive adven-
ture. I invite you to go along with my “friend” and me on 
that unique and surprising journey.

ISBN: 979-8595565967 

by Iris Allegra Miller-Powell

Sweet Dreams, Ladybug!

“Sweet Dreams, Ladybug!” is a lovely little book for kids 
composed of a poet’s heart and soul and decorated with 
an exquisite illustration. This book is undoubtedly plea-
surable to read in a beautiful garden, a vast field full of 
wildflowers, or along a mountainside. It can also ease 
your child to a restful sleep full of colorful thoughts and 
pleasant dreams at bedtime.

ISBN: 978-1612448909

by Gabriella Eva Nagy

Tales of a Traveler in Poetry and Prose: 
Along The Road Before Me

“Tales of a Traveler in Poetry and Prose: Along The Road 
Before Me” by Brion K. Hanks will induce thought, provide 
solace, inspire, facilitate forms of closure, and help people 
through whatever may be impacting their life. 

ISBN: 978-1977250193

by Brion K. Hanks

The Catholic Priesthood: 
A 360 Degree View

“The Catholic Priesthood: A 360-Degree View” is a grad-
uate textbook on the philosophical and theological as-
pects of the priesthood in the Catholic Church. There is a 
rich and profound theological background to this ques-
tion and the shattering distraction of scandal. The book 
also treats liturgy, spirituality, intellectual life, and even 
the life of Saint John Vianney, the patron of pastors.

ISBN: 978-1976189746

by Bevil Bramwell OMI
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The Days of Mawatani: 
The Boy Who Turn Himself Around

The Color of Love

What was life like for a young Oglala boy in the 19th 
century? Join Mawatani as he struggles on his journey 
to manhood. Meet his friends and his people, who help 
him realize his potential. The story follows times of en-
thusiasm, exhilaration, fun, discouragement, frustration, 
and fear.

Celebrate the beauty that surrounds you when you open 
Raymond Quattlebaum’s book. This book will inspire the 
reader to read more as they turn the pages, inspired by 
what is coming next. “The Color of Love” is poetry in 
motion, transforming itself into the color of life.

ISBN: 978-1641338752

ISBN: 978-1546231172

by Cecile Ouellet

by Raymond Quattlebaum

The Emma Effect

“The Emma Effect” is the story of Mitch Lavin’s struggle 
to overcome a horrible event that he experienced as a 
student in college. The storyline is woven around the 
themes of romance, forgiveness, abuse, apathy, mysti-
cism, war, and parenthood.

ISBN: 978-1638814368

by Gordon Bocher

The Fight of My Life

“The Fight of My Life” tells the lives of Kimberly Parsons 
and Austin Lee beyond their paranormal encounters. 
They’re drawn to the supernatural, just as the paranor-
mal is relentlessly drawn to them. The book shows the 
struggles of raising a family and growing up intertwine 
with undeniable contact with the other side in their true 
accounts from the heartland of Indiana.

ISBN: 979-8986320144

by Austin Lee and Kimberly Parsons

The Girl and the Bear

Girl and Bear have been friends for a very long time. They 
share the same favorite things until everything changes, 
and suddenly, they can’t be friends anymore. How will Girl 
and Bear’s friendship survive through the changing sea-
sons? Are they willing enough to forgive the past? 

Website: raymondqbooks.com

Website: www.thelastroaddog.com

Website: www.donnabellebooks.wordpress.com

Website: www.thecourtofchrist.com

ISBN: 978-1636921686

by Bernadette I. Bernal

The Journey

On March 17, 2015, “Horse-n-Around” and I, the “Wran-
gler,” embarked on an epic journey. As Wrangler, it was 
my job to plan all the details of our trips. I drove our new 
Dodge truck with the “Hilton” sign on it. 

ISBN: 978-1644248140

by Pat Marquis

The Great Tree: 
A Christmas Fable

“The Great Tree”, enormous in size, sat next to a castle 
on a mountaintop and was the heart of the kingdom of 
the wicked Sorcerer. Andrew and his dog Jenny begin 
a journey or even a crusade, which takes them well 
beyond their wildest imagination.

ISBN: 978-1667823959

by Able Barrett

The Dragon and Rat Tale

“The Dragon and a Rat Tale: 2nd edition,” tells an excit-
ing tale of love and wonder, perfect for children. Don-
nabelle Pineda enlightens her readers with the strength 
that comes from a kind heart. Her book will encourage 
anyone to see a world shaped by kindness. In a magical 
world, what’s stronger than an unbreakable bond forged 
by love? 

ISBN: 978-1546251606

by Donnabelle Pineda

The Easter Bunny and the Leprechaun

Esther Cottontail, sister to Peter Cottontail, was going to hide 
the Easter eggs for the first time with the rest of the rab-
bits. Leprechaun St. Patrick enjoys playing pranks and tricks 
with Easter eggs but decides not to do so this year, instead 
making the eggs into something special that the children will 
never forget. 

ISBN: 978-1664198111

by K.C. Yeaman

The Kingdom Leader’s Principles of 
Prayer

A prayer is an unselfish act of faith. When one prays 
aloud, the prayer is sent to the one above you and en-
courages the ones who are around you. The beauty that 
exudes from one’s confidence when one pray motivates 
others to do something they’ve never thought they had 
the courage to do.

ISBN: 978-1685174118

by Anthony Fliggins
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The Mildenhall Legacy

The Life of a Blue Collar Actor: 
From Tobacco Road to Buckingham Palace

Inspired by the theme that “people are greater than 
the sum of their parts,” author Albert Sipes bursts into 
fiction by taking the reader on a voyage with the lead 
character, Eve Chambers, on a journey to help herself 
by helping others.

“The Life of a Blue Collar Actor” follows Jordan through 
his early years in NY, attending auditions and his early 
theatre performances before moving on to Hollywood. 
In Hollywood, Jordan landed a role on “Peyton Place” 
with Mia Farrow, followed by over 25 years of guest star 
appearances and film work with some of Hollywood’s 
biggest names. 

ISBN: 978-1669814921

ISBN:  978-1667819709

by Albert Sipes

by Jordan Rhodes

The Other Side Of Fear: 
My Journey Into Perfect Love

“The Other Side Of Fear: My Journey Into Perfect Love” 
tells a story of moving from abuse, crippling fear, and 
low self-esteem to knowing the ultimate love of God. 
Author W. Veronica Lisare has discovered courage, joy, 
hope, freedom, and fulfillment as she embraces her au-
thentic identity as a daughter of the King of kings. 

ISBN: 978-1525552595

by W. Veronica Lisare

The Plans He Has For Me: 
A 12 Week Daily Devotion for Freedom from Alcohol

“The Plans He has for Me” is a twelve-week focused 
devotional for those who want to rid themselves of the 
psychological slavery associated with drinking alcohol. 
Each day, the reader will get biblical advice in the form 
of a Bible verse, encouragement, and a prayer to help 
them start new habits. 

ISBN: 978-8986608402

by Rose Ann Forte

The Pope’s Man

“The Pope’s Man” is part mystery, part thriller, and part 
primer on the glory of Renaissance art. Francesco della 
Rovere is caught between feuding families and his 
duties to the Pope. The story takes place in the beau-
tiful rooms of the Vatican and mysterious underground 
passageways. 

Website: www.jordanrhodes.com Website: www.theplanshehasforme.com

Website: thepopesman.net

Website: www.wveronicalisare.com

Website: theprophecyof9sins.com

ISBN: 978-1684091768

by Tarpley Jones

The Road to Georgia Marble How the Federal 
Road Led to Discovering Georgia’s Marble 
Industry

“The Road to Georgia Marble” is an informative and 
concise history on Georgia’s marble industry and the 
company that created a monopoly. It begins with the 
construction of the Federal Road built through Chero-
kee land, leading to the removal of the tribes of Native 
Americans.  Cagle shows through his own words, as well 
as photographs and documents collected, how marble 
went from a rock found underneath the soil to a boom-
ing industry coveted by so many.

ISBN: 978-1665301534

by Bill Cagle

The Prophecy of 9 Sins: 
Life, Death, and Hell

“The Prophecy of 9 Sins: Life, Death, and Hell” is about 
a Catholic priest named Father Landon “Jean-Baptiste” 
Kaiser. He lived a simple life in Brattleboro, Vermont, 
until the dead rose and the world ended. He sacrificed 
his life to save the human race. Now, he has to find his 
adopted son and seven other damned souls to make his 
way back to Earth and finish what he started. 

ISBN: 978-1669838890

by Allison M. Delgado

The Missing Link... Science & 
Spirituality

“THE MISSING LINK... SCIENCE & SPIRITUALITY” seeks 
to bring some answers to many religious questions that 
are supported scientifically. These questions had not 
been answered before by the religious leaders of vari-
ous religions. The book is the beginning of a series of 
booklets Guillermo B. Perez Molineaux planned to write 
to advance the human race.

ISBN: 978-1098333249

by Guillermo B Perez Molineaux

The Missing Piece:
Educating New Kids for a New World

We must apply new methods of educating 21st-century chil-
dren, who come into our classrooms with a very different 
perspective on life.

ISBN: 979-8800172447

by Dolores R. Card, co-author, Hermon R. Card

The Runaway Train

“The Runaway Train” is a well-researched historical fic-
tion novel chronicling James J. Andrews’s background 
as a spy and contraband agent. He conspired with Union 
General Ormsby McKnight Mitchel to steal the Confed-
erate engine, “General’ in Kennesaw, Georgia. This cou-
rageous plot failed to dismantle the telegraph system, 
the vital transportation link, and the Western & Atlantic 
railroad and prevented General Mitchel’s troops from 
taking Chattanooga and Eastern Tennessee.

ISBN: 978-1432708450

by Henry Kurtz
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The Silent Badge

The Search for Home: 
Steps of Grace in John 1-4

“The Silent Badge” takes you through the decision-mak-
ing to be a police officer. “The Silent Badge” shows 
what police officers will upon while on the street. Yes, 
the stories are somewhat old, but today’s stories are still 
happening. For example, there are still traffic stops, do-
mestic problems where police officers are getting killed, 
felony stops, and juvenile suicides. The dates have just 
changed. More officers are being killed at domestic (un-
known disturbances) than they were years ago.

“In The Search for Home,” Pastor Paul Delashaw pres-
ents an intriguing devotional and commentary that pro-
vides insights into John 1-4 and facilitates your path to 
maturity. He introduces you to the basic principles and 
vocabulary of inductive Bible study and helps you struc-
ture your devotional life. The book details practical steps 
for intellectual growth and character development: faith, 
hope, and love.

ISBN: 978-1643506326

ISBN: 978-1489741028

by Steven F. Verzal

by Paul Delashaw

The Very Hungry Bear

“The Very Hungry Bear” is a fun and exciting way to 
teach self-regulation to young children.  The use of ani-
mals to convey a lesson makes this exciting book a fable.  
You and your children will enjoy reading as Bear wakes 
up after hibernating and searches for food.  You will 
learn what she had to learn about making good choices 
and what to do when you have made the wrong choice.  

ISBN: 978-1664190535

by Dirdura Wynn

The VIP Christian

“The VIP Christian” is a non-fiction Christian spiritual de-
velopment and discipleship book. The book describes 
God as the Original VIP because everything God created 
in heaven or on earth was first envisioned and intended 
to accomplish His particular purpose. Although written 
from a Christian perspective, the principles described 
are universal and beneficial to the spiritually aware in-
dividual.

ISBN: 978-149847167

by Abraham Joseph Ajenifuja

The Way of the Carpenter

“The Way of the Carpenter” centers on Jacob, a young 
boy in 26 A.D. Jerusalem. After experiencing the way, he 
must decide whether to follow in the footsteps of his 
forefathers and the practice of living he has come to love 
and cherish or to join the followers of this new prophet 
who seems to speak the very words of the One True God.

Website: thesearchforhome.com
Website: www.abrahamjoseph.co

Website: www.these4books.com

Website: woodrowswagon.com

Website: www.randymclendon.com
Website: www.msdirdurawynn.com

ISBN: 978-1523645978

by George Raymond Whitley

The Works of Christ: 
My Proof of God’s Existence

In August 2010, Edward King was in a traumatic car 
accident that nearly ended his young life. He had an 
incredible out-of-body experience from this accident. 
This is his story, along with a collection of simple poetry 
designed to help one come closer to Christ.

ISBN: 978-1498464451

by Edward King

The Wonderful Adventures of 
Woodrow the Cat

“The Wonderful Adventures of Woodrow” is a colorful 
and engaging story about three unlikely friends. The 
lessons shared within these pages will impact readers 
in positive ways at school and home. Author Timothia 
Sellers-Hogan lays the groundwork for making good 
decisions while encouraging feelings of self-worth.

ISBN: 978-1989756188

by Timothia Sellers-Hogan

The Twilight Tour

Marion Charles “Pop” Riley was a Master Chief Radioman 
in the United States Navy. He has served in three wars: 
World War II, Korean War, and Vietnam War. He is di-
vorced from his wife and estranged from his only son. He 
sees retirement as a threat to his well-being.

ISBN: 978-1644629208

by Tim Siggia 

The Unstoppable God: 
Words of Encouragement for Challenging 
Times

“The Unstoppable God” is a collection of inspirational poems 
that highlights some of the struggles that we face when 
waiting on the Lord. Each poem is supported by a relevant 
scripture that undergirds the elements that the author wishes 
to evoke. The poems are conversational and interactive, and 
there is something for everyone in these poems.

ISBN: 978-1977253651

by Nirvana Williams

These Three: 
Keys to getting spiritual growth off the ground

In 1 Corinthian 13:13, faith, hope and love are identified 
as the ultimate and lasting spiritual qualities. God de-
signed them to work together like parts of the engine of 
spiritual life. If any of the three is not “working” properly, 
our spiritual walk becomes a tumble. None of the three 
are meant to stand alone; they can’t stand independent-
ly. I trust you will enjoy and be blessed by this study of 
these three.

ISBN: 979-8620320356

by Randall McLendon
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Thoughts of An American Taxpayer

They are going to kill us all : 
How the corporate elite are killing you

In this book, author G. Williamson passionately shows 
his readers why he believes that the United States’ 
out-of-control government no longer cares about its 
constitution, economy, businesses, and people. It is a 
government ruled not by the people but by progressive 
reformers who seek to place restrictions on the individ-
ual freedoms of the nation.

The world is becoming more hostile as men continu-
ously invent and utilize threatening substances like the 
increasing indiscriminate use of pesticides, newly devel-
oped chemicals, and toxic treatments, among others, 
without safety records. This book provides insights to 
help you fight back and help you augment your well-be-
ing and deter illnesses, reclaiming power over your 
health.

ISBN: 978-1613466551

ISBN: 978-1956896688

by G. Williamson

by Kevin Kazakevich (Ford) M.D.

Totally Pissed Off:
 At Our Corrupt Progressive Unconstitutional 
Government

“Totally Pissed Off: At Our Corrupt Progressive Unconsti-
tutional Government” explores how both governmental 
parties have been creeping toward socialism for years. 
It claims that the government hates the Mafia and drug 
cartels because they compete. Millionaires are being 
made within the government, and there’s no account-
ability.

ISBN: 978-1468547771

by Robert “Bobeye“ Inabinette

TREATED AS A JEW

“Treated As a Jew” is a story of hope and courage in 
the face of one of the world’s darkest chapters. Ivan 
Kranofsky is sent off with his friend Hyman into a sub-
human existence of humiliation, terror, and forced labor. 
Through the power of love and friendship, we can defeat 
the fear of death.

ISBN: 978-1950339648

by Burt Jagolinzer

Twinkling Stars

“Twinkling Stars” is a soft, sweet, lyrical lullaby that talks 
about the beauty of nature.

Website: www.burtjagolinzer.com

Website: www.thepatriotsview.com Website: www.reflectionorg.com

Website: www.JTFisherauthor.com

ISBN: 978-1612449869

by Gabriella Eva Nagy

Walking in Darkness then the Light

“Walking in Darkness then the Light” is a true story 
about David M. Butler’s drug addiction and how his vice 
tried to take his life in many ways. Despite his tribula-
tions brought on by his addiction, David was able to find 
redemption and see the light of the Holy Spirit. Inspira-
tional and empowering, this book is a testament that the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are real.

ISBN: 978-1640964341

by David M Butler

Voices from the Ledge

Have you ever felt so desperate or depressed that you 
felt like giving up? Be honest, now, did you ever say to 
yourself, “I’m probably worth more dead than alive?” 
“Voices from the Ledge” follows the story of Julie, who 
suffers from Empty Nest Syndrome. However, when she 
was going to end her misery, she met four women at the 
same hotel on a girl’s getaway weekend who interrupted 
her plan. Or do they?

ISBN: 978-1959197966

by J. T. Fisher / Judith Fisher

Today’s Rights and Illusions

“Today’s Rights and Illusions” is inspired by words dy-
namically expressed as shout-outs entrenched in com-
munication nurtured for conferences supporting truth. It 
presents tips for one to feel the objective of a party of 
offenders who have a number of views on a population 
open to rights and wrongs in the workplace.

ISBN: 978-1645317166

by David Revell II

Tomatoes and Peppers: 
A metaphorical tale, for anyone who cares 
about kids

“Tomatoes and Peppers” tells a metaphorical story that ex-
plores the relationship between children with differences of 
all types, and the world around them. The book examines 
how the attitudes, opinions, and assumptions of others, 
based on differences both seen and unseen, can become the 
real challenge that children face.

ISBN: 978-1098395902

by Matt Mulligan

Walking with God: 
Coming To America, The Promised Land

This book depicts God as a prayer-answering God, a 
great miracle worker, a way-maker, and a faithful prom-
ise-keeper. It emphasizes that God’s performance of 
His miraculous work in your life is contingent on your 
obedience to His instructions in His written word, the 
Bible, or spoken word to you, or through His ministers, 
apostles, pastors, prophets, and evangelists. What God 
cannot do does not exist.

ISBN: 978-1637696323

by Dr. Chukuma Clifton Chijioke
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What Makes My Heart Sing

Well Worth MY Soul

This book takes readers along a journey of an artist who 
bridges connections between music and art. It also high-
lights personal struggles and overcoming self-doubt as 
a person who’s a jack of all trades. The author wants to 
let readers know that each individual has a unique gift 
worthy of sharing with the world. 

A short devotional with hand-picked verses and reflec-
tion-based discussion to encourage your faith, strength-
en your spiritual growth, and provide a place to journal 
your thoughts. It is a reader’s guide to spiritual growth 
through seeking a closer relationship with God.

ISBN: 978-1977246240

ISBN: 978-1662846250

by Lynn Miller-Takacs

by Pam Weinreis

Who Let the Mongoose Loose

The story takes place in an imaginary forest, home to a 
population of excitable critters. This sets off a chain re-
action among all the skittish animals of the forest. Their 
imaginations are so far from reality that they quickly 
come to believe that the world is turning inside out, 
which is ridiculous. 

ISBN: 978-1426956942

by William H. Tyler

Who Were They?

“Who Were They?” offers a brilliant picture of what the 
world would be like without Christians. It follows the 
story of a detective named Carter who discovered that 
a group of people had disappeared without a trace. The 
book will let its readers reflect and think about what 
could go wrong in a world where morality, forgiveness, 
and hope cease to exist.

ISBN: 978-1647730802

by Debra Fossum

Why Donald Trump in 2024

This is a fun book to read; short stories with a subliminal 
political message. The title subject only appears in the 
final chapter, What Next?, meaning the midterm elections 
in 2022 and the presidential election in 2024.

Website: wellworthmysoul.com

Website: www.LynnTakacs.com

Website: www.pondsideattachment.com

ISBN: 978-1667840284

by Jay Mostel

Why? Why? Why?: 
Jesus, Do You Consider Our Church 
Lukewarm?

As the church begins to fit into its proper role, church-
es throughout the world will expand rapidly. This is an 
exciting time for believers to pray a blessing over the 
saints around the world. And as the Scriptures say, to 
watch and pray means that Jesus really would like to 
have us come with Him on His return.

ISBN: 979-8887380995

ISBN: 978-1637101841

by Arthur J Besler

WHY WERE RELIGIONS CREATED?

The Judaeo-Christian Scriptures were structured via se-
mantic mathematical word patterns/commentaries in 
the Torah (Genesis) creation account. This book discuss-
es how each human being can talk to God. And it shows 
how the cerebral lobes of the brain psychic activities 
work via the Golden Dawn Mystery School’s four decks 
of tarot cards.

ISBN: 978-1669843122

by William John Meegan

When I Was Young

This unique and colorfully illustrated children’s rhyming 
book was inspired by Joe Estacio’s childhood memories 
of growing up in Brooklyn, New York. The book express-
es the joy of living in and enjoying the world around us. 
Kids ages five and up will enjoy reminiscing with parents, 
grandparents, and teachers who will be inspired to tell 
them stories about their childhoods.

ISBN: 978-1638376415

by Joe Estacio

When The Bough Breaks: 
Helping Children Through Natural Disasters

Thousands of children are victims of natural disasters each 
year, likewise experiencing loss or displacement. The met-
aphorical experience of these accessible animal characters 
allows the children to reframe their experience and begin the 
process of healing their trauma. No other book opens up 
such healing conversations, which serve to move the children 
toward recovery.

ISBN: 978-1478718895

by Barbara Braun-McDonald

Wings of Words: 
Wisdom from the Other Side

Teachers and guides provided so much information and 
spiritual inspiration and shared ageless intangibles in 
the lives of human beings in different times of history. 
It began with many large groups banding together to 
leave an enormous island after huge land movements 
were made to sink into the ocean and leave nothing 
behind.

by Marian & Joseph Boandl
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WOODLAWN Giants

Wisdom Hidden In A Mystery: 
Who Is She? Why Does She Cry?

“Woodlawn Giants” is a story about a group of boys 
growing up in West Memphis, Arkansas. Stories include 
snipe hunting, fishing, and an attempt to jump the Ten-
Mile Bayou. “We were not angels, and we learned some 
hard life lessons along the way,” says the author.

In this book, the story of a woman is revealed, hidden 
in the Bible. She is mentioned many times in Scripture, 
especially in the Old Testament writings. Through the 
woman’s narrative, we learn how and why Jesus Christ 
was chosen to be decreed as the Son of God.

ISBN: 978-1662444012

ISBN: 978-1948654265

by Robert Ross Williams 

by Bertha Hicks-Drake

Worth Saving, A Memoir

Judy shares all of the experiences and challenges she 
overcame through love, strength, and determination. 
Judy recounts the seemingly endless and difficult choic-
es she faced in seeking the best care for a loved one 
battling dementia and infirmity. This memoir will inspire 
readers to take the first step in meeting adversities in 
their lives.

ISBN: 978-1973188001

by Judy Stih

You Can Be a Friend of God: 
Discovering the Fruits of the Spirit!

This book will help your children discover the nine fruits 
of the Spirit of God as the Bible teaches. The delightful 
illustrations and sweet everyday examples demonstrate 
how to live out the fruits. The children will learn to apply 
the fruits to their lives in a relevant way. They will also 
gain the truth that God wants them to be his friend.

ISBN: 978-1685565305

by Karen Grace Essenburg

You Can’t Get to Heaven Wearing 
Tight Shoes

Believe me when I say there is no place on earth from 
which to bear witness to some of the most significant 
demonstrations of pride, envy, gluttony, lust, anger, 
greed, backbiting, deception, judgment, and even down-
right hating. Where did it begin, you ask? It started in 
that den of iniquity called the SHOE STORE. Can I get an 
Amen?

Website: www.patdarlington.com

Website: www.youdontneed10.com

Website: www.maureenehosierphd.com

Website: www.woodrowswagon.com

Website: www.woodrowswagon.com

Website: www.judithstihbooks.com

ISBN: 978-1530557684

by Patricia Darlington

You’ll Do Anything for Him

In this breakout self-help book, traditional labels are 
set aside in favor of understanding what you’re hon-
estly thinking and feeling. “You’ll Do Anything for Him” 
seeks to discuss why you’re the person who gives up 
your “self” to make your relationship work and why this 
doesn’t work for you.

ISBN: 978-1629014487

by Maureen E Hosier

You Don’t Need 10

“You Don’t Need 10” is the story of a young Paisley’s life, 
from birth to 6 years old. A true story of how she navi-
gates through life born with one hand. There is nothing 
that stops this fantastic little lady.

ISBN: 978-1642996180

by Katie Taylor Wyman

Woodrow Goes To The Lake

In the third instalment of “The Adventures of Woodrow 
the Cat,” Woodrow joins Gammy and Grampa at the 
lake. Woodrow runs into Mimi, a very special dog that 
had back legs a few years ago. Mimi hooks up her chariot 
and races alongside Woodrow. This is a delightful story of 
friendship and resilience between the unlikely pair.

ISBN: 978-1774821749

by Timothia Sellers-Hogan

Woodrow Meets the Twins

“Woodrow Meets the Twins” is an enchanting story about 
community, friendship, and teamwork. Timothia’s endearing 
nature as a storyteller reveals a lot about her own ideals as 
an advocate for helping the needy. This book is a must read, 
especially for those evenings with your children when you 
want to teach them about the importance of camaraderie 
and love.

ISBN: 978-1989756195

by Timothia Sellers-Hogan

Your Wealth Lives Within

Most people think that wealth is out of reach. “Your 
Wealth Lives Within” shows readers how looking at their 
mindset is the key to unlocking the wealth within. It dis-
cusses the fear of wealth, how people can face it, and the 
mindset they need to set themselves free. It’s designed 
to encourage people to introspect and make changes 
for success.

ISBN: 979-8351606811

by Luckisha Townsend
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“Werewolf On Madison Avenue” is an impeccable horror 
book that blends humor in an utterly chilling plot. It tells the 
story of Jeff Foxlove, an advertising copywriter. While on va-
cation deep in a Yucatan jungle, Jeff is savagely bitten by a 
mysterious creature. He soon finds himself in a lycanthrop-
ic curse. Haunted by the beast within him, Jeff desperately 
looks for a miracle cure.

You’re OK, Kid!: 
The Search for a Father’s Love

Bernie’s Destiny

From Religious to Relationship: 
How a Personal Relationship with God can 
Help You in this Chaotic World

How did I get here?:
The Power of Choices

Indian Rock Writings: 
The Battle of Bear Paw: An Ancient History 
Written in Stone

Eddie Reinhardt was the leading pass receiver in the 
nation when he received a life-changing football brain 
injury. For 62 days, Eddie floated between life and death 
in a coma. Eddie developed his talent for singing country 
music and his songs delight any audience. This witness 
story is a must for all dads and their sons. Don’t miss it!

“Bernie . . . you are destined for great things. You have been 
chosen to help people in ways most animals cannot.”

The Howards adopt what appears to be an ordinary pet 
hamster. They don’t suspect that “Bernie” is intelligent 
enough to explore the house and learn more about the 
family than they will ever know.

“From Religious to Relationship” follows Napasorn Wu-
titanarudt from Thailand to the United States and from 
Thai Buddhism to Christianity. It provides an overview 
of Thai culture and religion, details her journey to the 
U.S. to escape a broken heart, and her search for the 
one true God. 

This book takes a look at choices and how those choic-
es affect the individual. The choices people make leads 
them on different paths. It is looking at the choices that 
show you where you are and how you got there.

“Indian Rock Writings” represents a paradigm shift in 
American Indian studies, from illegally contrived cul-
tural obscuration to actual documented historical fact. 
For seven thousand years, the history surrounding the 
Battle of Bear Paw in the Black Mountain Complex, Su-
perior Valley of Southern California, was taught to oot 
(proto-Uto-Aztecan) children using Indian rock writings. 

ISBN: 978-0970156709

ISBN: 978-1662923272

ISBN: 978-1662817809

ISBN: 978-1651472538

ISBN: 978-1649522399

by Floyd Edward Reinhardt

by Terry Barnard

by Napasorn Wutitanarudt

by Patience Frisby

by Samuel E. Hunter Website: www.youreokkid.com

Website: www.fathersbusinesspublishing.com
Website: www.suzanneliff.com

Website: www.stepheniacoboni.com

Sailing the Milky Way: 
A Passport to the Unimagined

We Hold These Truths: 
A Simple & Timeless Look at the Logic of 
Nation’s Founding Principles

Smarter Than You Think: 
Accessing Your Personal Powers to Triumph 
in College

TELOS: 
The Scientific Basis for a Life of Purpose

So climb aboard your ship. Adventures are beckoning, 
and sea breezes call... “Sailing the Milky Way” is a fantas-
tic journey, offering children the curiosity and courage 
to explore, imagine, and create. 

I would like us - especially our nation’s children - to 
have a better and more accurate understanding of the 
Founding Principles upon which our nation is based and 
a greater appreciation of their genius and source. Books 
by the shelf full have done this through the years, some 
very admirably and many in great depth.

“Smarter Than You Think: Accessing Your Personal 
Powers to Triumph in College” reframes our concept of 
what it means to be smart in higher education. Take a 
groundbreaking and transformative journey with Pro-
fessor Suzanne Liff through the hidden foundation of 
college success; not IQ or achievement scores, high 
school grades, or SATs, but personal intelligence. 

Atheistic scientists have lied about humanity’s intelli-
gent design for centuries, and their lies have decayed 
our culture into the social dystopia continually ripening 
before our eyes. Life and death have purpose, and we 
belong to all of it, which the ancient Greeks understood 
as “Telos,” meaning “the end as it was intended.”

ISBN: 978-1977247018

ISBN: 979-8619513295

ISBN: 978-1977218223

ISBN: 978-1424563968

by Eileen Ferriter

by  Randall W McLendon

by Suzanne Liff

by Stephen J. Iacoboni, MD

Werewolf On Madison Avenue

ISBN: 978-1959761433

by Edward R. Lipinski
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